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Calloway Countian
re-elected to co-op

Prep football begins
officially for area teams

See story on page 2

msor
September conference

See story on page 8

See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Retire at 65? More and more
Americans opting out earlier
ismom

3

5

WASHINGTON AP — A study conducted for Congress con-.
eludes that age 65 is no longer the standard retirement age for
most people with private pensions.
Instead, the median age for workers to start drawing private
pensions is 62, according to an analysis of Census Bureau records
by the General Accounting Office.
"Almost 60.percent start receiving (private pensions) before
reaching 65," according to Richard Fogel. director of the GAO's
human resources division. "Thus, 65 no longer appears to be the
retirement age chosen by most Americans with- private
pensions."
The GAO studied the retirement question at the request of Sen.
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, the chairman of the Senate Governmental Affairs subcommittee on civil service, post office and general
services.
Stevens sought the information to help guide his panel's work in
_drafting a new pension plan for federal workers hired after Dec.
31. 1983;who are all covered under Social Security, as Well.
Workers hired before then have their own pension plan that
allows them to retire at the age of 55 after 30 years' service. The
Reagan administration has argued that this is out of sync with
private sector practices _and that the retirement age for full
benefits should be raised to 65 for all federal workers.
Most Social Security beneficiaries also claim reduced benefits
before 65. They can get s0. percent of full benefits at age 62. with
the amount increasing each month that they wait until 65.
The GAO cited a government survey of those collecting Social
Security benefits for the first time in 1980 and 1981. It found that
76 percent of the men and 84 percent of the women were under 65.
the report said.
Two years ago, President Reagan and Congress raised the normal Social Security retirement age to 67 in the next century to
help keep the system in the black.
The GAO report said a separate study by the Department of
Lab& also supports the conclusion that most people with private
pensions stop working before 65.
Fogel said that private pension coverage has expanded rapidly
since World War II. 'Pension coverage increased from 24 percent of private wage and salary workers in 1950 to 49 percent in
1979,- he said. "Moreover, most private plans allow employees to
retire as early as age 55 with reduced benefits."

Elsewhere...
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Plant access road on the right track
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Work on the construction of an
access road to the Briggs and
Stratton plant is "on the right
track," according to Steve Zea,
executive vice president of the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Zea
reported, at Monday afternoon's
brief chamber of commerce
meeting, that the donation of the
right of way needed for the project was only recently secured
and that the State Department
of Transportation is expected to
redesign the road by Friday.
The access road will be built
by a local contractor, added
Zea, as he explained to the board
that a November 3 completion
date has been set.
In a one-hour meeting
dominated by informative
reports, the chamber of commerce, was. briefed on the in-.
creased number of tourists to
the city. "We've been extremely
Bob Billington (far left) mulls over a proposal for the
busy," commented Zea about a
purchase of an 8x16 square foot storage—
steady influx of tourists into the
building, as Bob Futrell and Steve Zea look on. The board of
airectors of the Murray-Calloway County
chamber of commerce office
Chamber of Commerce approved the purchase of the $825
building to be located behind the chamber of
and also to the camper station
commerce offices, located off U.S. 641 North.
located just north of the
Staff photo lb) Ketch. Heade.
chamber of commerce.
•
A free business tax workshop.
IRS.
Murray all day that Monday and
In looking ahead to the
coordinated through the IRS and
The chamber of commerce
will be the special guest of a
citywide sidewalk sale, the
co-sponsored by the Small
will also host an informal receptown forum to be held 7-8 p.m. in
chamber of commerce allocated
Business Development Center at
tion for U.S. Senator Mitch Mcthe Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
$100 to the retail promotions
MSU, local banks, CPA firms
Connell when, the senator visits
Annex.
committee for the August 2-3
and the chamber of commerce,
Murray, August 5, but the site of
In other action, the chamber event.
will be held July 31 from 8:30
the reception has not yet been
of commerce approved the pura.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the chamber •deterrnined. The location of the
Board members were also inchase of a 8x1,6 Square foot
commerce. The workshop will 'recePtiorrwill be announlied at a
storage "builaing, to be bought fornied Of the SepteMber 5 Inexplain and clarify changes in
later date, with the reception
from Cashway of Benton at a dustrial Appreciation Dinner.
record keepidg and will also — limited to invited guests of the
cost of 6825. The stOra.ge — honoring GAF of Calvert City.
demonstrate the proper way to
chamber of commerce.
with the dinner to be held at the
building will be located behind
fill. out business forms for the
Senator McConnell will be in
Executive Inn.
the chamber of commerce

ay me Associated Irress
JOH-% ‘I:SBUICG. South Africa — Three blacks are killed in
scattered rioting that continues despite a state of emergency
under which the government has arrested hundreds of people.
Black guerrillas say the state of emergency shows the government is desperate and signals "the beginning of the end of the
apartheid system."
GENEVA.Switzerland — Ahmed Zaki Yamani, Saudi Arabia's
oil minister, says he believes most of the 13 OPEC nations see the
CALVERT CITY, Ky. —
need to cut some oil prices to rebuild a splintered OPEC. But
Members of Local 1294 of the Inother Ministers say they think price cuts would hurt the oil cartel.
ternational Associat4on of
COPENHAGEN. Denmark — A shadowy- Lebanese terrorist
Machinists and Aerospace
movement that claimed responsibility for two bombings in
Workers went on strike at the
Copenhagen says Denmark was targeted because it had
BF Goodrich Co. plant here
previously escaped terrorist activity and declares that no
Saturday.
"Imperialist" country will be free of the group's attacks.
Business Agent J.R. Gray told
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, in his first high-level
reporters that the Machinists
diplomacy since undergoing cancer surgery 10 days ago, is see- • union want the public to know
ing' Chinese President Li Xiannian to discuss basic strategy
the differences that led to the
toward the Soviet Union and consider a long-stalled nuclear
strike and that the Union did
cooperation agreement.
everything they could to avoid
WASHINGTON — Four years after a massive federal study
the action.
identified 2.884 unsafe dams in the United States, little is being
Picket lines at the plant are
done to prevent the type of tragedy that claimed about 200 lives in
being honcired by several hunItaly last week, a dam safety expert says.
dred construction workers at the
LEE, Maine — As state troopers patrolled this tiny norfacility, said one striker.
theastern Maine town after fundamentalist churchgoers were attacked by townspeople wielding pipes and chains, a man who led
the confrontation said he would continue trying to wrest his teenage daughter from the group.
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The thoroughbred industry's premiere
sale of horseflesh is under way in the Bluegrass, attracting fleets
of private jets, armies of experts and some of the deepest pockets
in all the world.
WINSTED. Conn. — When the fire bell went off years ago.
Walter D. Miller recalls, workers from the factories and small
businesses In town would stop working and go fight the fire. But
last spring a fire alarm at a local school drew only nint
volunteers, he said.

Company seeks to abolish job descriptions

Employees strike Calvert City facility
Plant operations are being
carried out by supervisory personnel. Plant Manager Wayne
Morris, who was busy inside the
plant, was unavailable for
commeht.
Gray and Bob Ivy, Local 1294
president, Outlined at a press
conference the differences that
led -to the strike.
Gray said the company wants
lo remove 25-year-old job
descriptions which detail 'Work
assignments for various union
crafts and assign any worker to
do any job.
Ivy said union workers

presently receive $13.06 an hour
and negotiators have agreed
with an offer by the company for
annual cost of living increases
plus increases of 25 cents an
hour this year, 10 cents an ,hour
next year and eight cents an
hour the following year.
Gray said that when the contract expired July 14, the union
offered to continue working'
from day to day while negotiations continued. The company
agreed to a seven-day extension
Of the contract, which expired
Saturday.
Union membership on.Friday
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Tonight: Partly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of
thunderstoms. Low in the
upper 60s. Light east wind.
Wednesday: Part& sunny
with a 30 percent chance'-of
thunderstorm-4. • High
_the...
upper 80s. Southeast wind 5 to
•
10 mph.
Staff paste b fl.iId Tara

One mower time
LAKE LEVELS
•
•
Kentucky Lake
358.2
Barkley Lake
358.2

Roy Stewart Stadium provided the background for Danny Brandon as he mowed thesoccer field north
of the stadium. Brandon works for the Murray State Physical Plant's grounds department.
•

Gra
continued that labor
management relations require a
give and take process or a strike
is inevitable. No new talks have been
.r
scheduled, he said.

Power outage
reported in
city, county

—today's index
_ One Section-14 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
CrosswOrd
12
Dear Abby
12
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope
' 14
Murray .Today
4, 5, 6
Obituaries
10
Perspective
3
Sports
.8, 9

rejected 210-172 the company's
latest offer.
Gray and Ivy noted that when
the last contract expired in 1982.
employees agreed to a sixmonth wage cut of 5 percent. He
said that soon after the union
agreed to the cut, the company's
board of directors granted a
salary increase to top executives of the company.

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff VI riter
Although Monday's storm did
cause one fire in -Calloway County, last night's citywide power
outage was not the. result of the.
storm, but rather the result of a
hungry snake.
Ron Undemood. superintendent of Murray Electric System,
reported early today that the 15
minute system -wide power
outage was caused by a .snake.
which was en route to a bird's
nest but was cut short when it
crept across* metering
transformer.
The ensuing short circuit,
about .9 pm. Monday night
.knocked out -the 161 Kv main
. substation. leaving Murray
without power for about 15
minutes. according to Underwood. About a third of Calloway
County wies.-..iso affecteit by the
. power outage. according 'to a
-twepresentattve•with the REAL
Murray police .and the
Calloway Coufity Sheriff's
Department reported no accidents or problems associated
gvt'dap.ge 1)
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Calloway Countian among three
incumbents of co-op re-elected
MAYFIELD, K. — Three incumbents were re-elected as
members of the board of
trustees of the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative
Corp. at the co-op's 30th annual
members' meeting Saturday.
Re-elected without opposition
were Bill Futrell. Marshall
County; Gail Dobson, Graves
County, and Hermon Darnell„
Calloway County.
The board met briefly following the members' meeting and
re-elected Cortez Schmidt,
Graves County, president;
Futrell, vice president, and
Beverly Galloway, secretarytreasurer.
Following a welcome address
by Schmidt, Glen B. Sears,
general manager of the co-op,
discussed the "access charge"
recently enacted by Congress.
"Despite all our efforts to
block it (the access charge), it
went through," Sears said. "We
did manage to get it reduced
somewhat."
Telephone
subscribers must now pay an ac-

t AST PREPARES FOR GOURMET CABARET — A cast of 12 will perform this weekend as part of
the Play house in the Park's gourmet cabaret, sscheduled for 8 p.m. saturday and Sunday on the openair deck of the theatre in the park. Pictured above are several member of the cast — (-front row, left to
right) Pat Skinner. Kimberly Ole. and Amy Ross. (back row. left to right) Donnie Hendrix, Louise
Weatherly , tiretta Shepard and Suzanne Meeks. Not pictured are Mark Bazzell, Nlark Hussung. Bryan
W arner. Dorothy Norris and Liz Busses.

Number of traffic accidents higher
•

Commissioner Morgan Elkins
said among the reasons for the
accident increase is more
traffic.
, "There are more cars on our
roads than e.ver before, and
that's reason enough to take
precautions," Elkins said.
The cost of those accidents
was staggering, he said.
Counting lost wages, medical
expenSes and property damage,
the accidents cost $622 million
during 1984.
Unsafe speed was cited as a
factor in 41 percent of all fatal
accidents, and driving under the
influence of alcohol was cited in
one of every five fatal accidents.

average, according to the
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP —
report.
Fewer people died in traffic acOnly three of Kentucky's 120
cidents in Kentucky during 1984.
counties
Fulton, Robertson
but the total number of acand Rowan — reported no fatal
cidents increased by nearly 8
accidents.
Percent. according to a' state
Nearly ,27 billion miles were
police.report.
traveled in Kentucky during
The 686 fatal accidents in 1984
represented a 2 percent decline ---1-9ST -arid—the -fatal accidents
claimed 2.8 lives for each 100
*from 1983. when there were 700
million miles traveled, the
such accidents. Last year. 767
report concluded. The national
people died in traffic accidents,
average wa.$ 2.7.
nearly a percent less than the 790
The total of 137,183 traffic
people killed in 1983.
mishaps during 1984 involved
Kentucky's highway death
one out of every 26 people in
rate — the number of people killKentucky. nearly 8 percent
ed per 100 million miles traveled
more from the previous year.
— still exceeds the national

Settle Workman's
Final Clearance
All Men's
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Poly-Cotton

All

Jumpsuits

Men's

Caps

by Wrangler

All Men's
Jogging and
Walking

All Men's
Short,Sleeved
Short Leg

Shorts

Pajamas

Summer

1
1/2 Price /
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Men's Short
Sleeved Poly-Cotton
& Knit

All Men
Summer Dress

All Men
Short Sleeved Dress
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Shirts

Men's Dress
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Shirts

/
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1 2 Price
/
1 2 Price
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All Men

All Men Canvas

Swimwear

Shoes

1/2

Men's Summer
Poly-Cotton
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Men Athletic

Pants
Shoes
/
1 2 Price /
1 2 Price /
1 2 Price /
1 2 Pric

Shoes
/
1 2 Price

1/2

Swimwear

/
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All Ladies
Summer

Price

Size 2-20 yrs.
1/2

Price
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Suits
2T-16 yrs.
1/2

Price

All Ladies
Short Sleeved

All Ladies
Summer

Dresses

Blouses

Purses

50-75%

Off

Pajamas &
Gowns

Price

50-75%

Off

1/2

Price

"We had another good year
last year," Sears said in closing.
Trustees, in addition to those reelected at the meeting and the
officers, include Algene
Goatley, Graves County; Joe
Thompson, Calloway County;
W.F. Cary, Henry County,
Tenn., and Stanley Jones, Carlisle County.
In his annual report to the
members, Bethel Richardson,

Tenn-Tom Authority, Development Council
join forces to sponsor September conference
The Tennessee-Tombigbee
What's Right and What's
Waterway Development Wrong," "Financing for the EnAuthority and the Tennessee- trepreneur," "Packaging the
Tombigbee Waterway Develop- Waterway Region for Recreament Council have announced tion and Tourism," "Economic
plans to jointly sponsor the 1985 Growth to 1990" and "InternaTennessee-Tombigbee Water- tional Trade Overview."
way Development Opportunities
Conference in Mobile. Ala.,
Sept. 4-6.
Outages...
"This conference is the third
of its kind with more than 1,000
(Cont'd from page 1)
people from 23 states participating in -the past two seswith the outage.
sions," said Z.C. Enix of -MurLightning from the storm did
ray, vice .chairman of the fivestrike a fiberglass CB antenna
state development authority.
on the roof of the John Garland
"With the opening of the
residence, located on Ky. 94
waterway in January, 1985. a
East and Garland Road. The
major meeting of this kind to
focus on the issues in developing _ residence, located just west of
this waterway is most the former Lakestop Grocery,
sustained minor fire damage to
important."
the attic and minor water
The 1985 conference will allow
damage to the ceiling, according
states, counties, shippers and
others in the private sector to to Eddie Stone, assistant fire
compare notes and receive first- chief of the Calloway County
hand information on potential Fire Rescue Squad.
No injuries were reported
development opportunities.
from the " fire, which was
Highlights. include:
"Prospects for Economic reported about 3 p.m. Monday.
A total of three trucks and nine
Development on the Tenn men responded to the fire.
Tom," "Users' Prospective:

Advance registration is required for the conference. Additional information may be obtained by writing Post Office
Drawer 671, Columbus, Miss.,
39703-0671 or by phoning (601)
328-3286.

Car fire reported
A 1976 Monte Carlo sustained
major interior damage after the.
engine caught fire about 12 p.m.
Monday, according to the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
The car, owned by Ricky
Smith, was parked on County
Road 783 when the fire began.
No injuries were reported.
A total of two trucks and 10
men responded to the fire.

Cable Commision
meeting tonight
The Murray Cable Commission will meet in regular session
tonight at 7 p.m. in the council
chambers, upstairs in Murray
City Hall.

•
•

•
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We've made a Special Trade on these

3 Bin Fruit Boxes
•Solid Pine
Construction
•Ceramic Knobs
•Makes Great
Gifts
•100 in Stock
Only $19.00
.95 tax

19.95
Advertised Nationally in
Catalogues '79.95

All
Ladies Canvas

All Ladies
Summer

Shoes
Shoes
/
1 2 Price
V42 Pcice
-•••••••11111.•

All Sales Final, No Refunds, Or

Sears said the co-op is now
burying cable in two exchanges
and plans to start in the New
Concord exchange next. 'Sears
said constant improvement in
the cooperative is being made
- because "we're running on borrowed time" as equipment is
aging.

Murray, the cooperaive's
auditor, said 119116 members
were receiving service at the
end of 1984, a gain of 67 over the
previous year. The average cost
to the cooperative per member
receiving service is $1,858, or an
increase of $7 over the previous
year, he added.
Total revenue for the year ending Dec. 31, 1984, was
$4,512,389, Richardson said, an
increase of $36,557 over 1983.
Last year, Richardson concluded, the co-op spent $1,354,200
to purchase new telephone
equipment while making
payments of $451,517 on Rural
Electrification Administration
notes and deferred interest.
Total working capital at the
beginning -of 1984 was $2,578,295
while total working capital was
$2,484,570 at the end of 1984.
The co-op serves more than
12,500 members in Graves,
Carlisle, Marshall, Hickman
and Calloway counties in west
Kentucky and Henry County in
Tennessee.

All Boy's

Dresses,
Shorts &
Tops
/
1 2 Price

All Ladies
Summer

One Group Ladies

Sportswear

Girls

Shirts &
Shorts

0-24 mos.

All Boys &
Girl's

50-75%

Boy's Short
Sleeved

Infant
Wear

Children Dress
& Casual

cess charge of $1 per month,
Sears siad, then a $2 charge will
be required starting next year.
"This money goes into a
pool," Sears said, "and we
(West Kentucky Telephone) are
not eligible to get any of our
Money back."

xchanges On Sale Merchandise

SHOP DOWNTOWN

SETTLE•WORKMAN
Across From The Bank of Murray

See them at

Dwain Tay
Chevrolet Showroom
753-2617

641 S. Murray

•

PERSPECTIVE

their TV deals.
It's hard to feel too sympathetic for either players or
owners. The former command
huge salaries; the game's stars
exceed $1 million annually.
Salaries of utility infielders
still dwarf the pay of an average fan who must sacrifice a
big chunk of his paycheck to
see a game.
As for the •owners, they
largely have themselves to
blame for their troubles. To
stay in competition. team
owners resorted to bidding
wars for players that have
driven up salaries to exorbitant levels.
Baseball isn't just a game
that little boys at heart either
play or patronize. It's a big
business and it's show business. But where else do you
find performers and producers biting the hand that feeds
them as the players and owners are about to do to the
fans? That's a risky play in
our book. During the 1981
strike, the fans, at least, survived and spent their baseball
money on other forms of entertainment; it was a big summer for Hollywood films. .
Taking the fans for granted
too often plays against the averages. Players and owners
had better get together soon,
compromise, and work as a
team to save baseball.

by m.c. garrott

The -University of Wisconsin inducts
an ex-Murray star into its Hall of Fame
•

Remember John PoWless?
I don't but a lot of you should.
He was a star basketball and
tennis player at Murray State
long after my student gays and
long before my working days out
there.
Well, word has filtered down
from Madison, Wisconsin. that
John has been named to the
Madison Sports Hall of Fame.
He already is a charter member
of the Murray State Athletic
Hall of Fame - one of the very
first to be so recognized.
..
•
Although he was primarily a
basketball player, he also wrote
some tennis record books here,
too. He has won countless championships in tennis, including 16
national titles.

1952, 1957 and 1958. They finished second in 1953. and, for sentimental reasons, entered the
national tournament in *1973
when his father was 60 years old.
His dad could still hit the ball
at that age, and they knocked off
some of the top seed's early in
the tournament and made it to
the semifinals where they lost to
Pancho Gonzales and his son.
Gonzales was one of the world's
top players not many years ago.
John enjoyed a memorable
career at Murray State and
wrote a lot of record books. He
was a fine forward on 'the
basketball team until this career
ended in December of his senior
year when he broke his neck
after being-undercut on a dunk
attempt in a game with Texas.
Three of these were national
The best we can determine, he
father-son doubles champion-, was recruited by Harlan Hodges
ships with his dad, the late Cecil
but played most of his basketPowless.
ball during the late Rex AlexThey say, he was a barefoot
ander's tenure as the
10-year-old in bib overalls when
Thoroughbreds' (now Racers
he first stated playing tennis in
head coach.
• • •
his hometown of Flora,Ill., a little town of about 5,200 some 80
The spring after his neck was
miles due east of St. Louis.
broken on the basketball floor,
• • •
John continued to play tennis
He lost every game in his first
and advanced to the final four in
tournament try, so the story
the NCAA Division 1 singles
goes, but with unrelenting and
competition. That accomplished
dedicated practice he got better
earned for him All-American
and better until he had won a
recognition.
state championship before
Perhaps his most prestigious
graaating from high school.
tennis accomplishment, they
He and his fatherwon national
say. was being a member of the
father-son championships in
United States Dubler Cup team

•
which won the 1981 world chambasketball coach in 1968.
pionship in fluenos Aires. ArgenHis 1974 Wisconsin team
tina. The Dubler Cup is confinished 16-8 overall and had an
sidered the Davis Cup of senior
8-6 record in the Big Ten, which
tennis.
was good enough for fourth
And that's not all - ne won a
place. His overall record while
record five consecutive senior
head coach of the Badgers was
men's doubles clay court titles.
86-104.
He coached and was captain of
One of those losses was to an
several national teams, - inunderdog Indiana State team
cluding six times with the U.S.
which had on its roster a player
Junior Davis Cup team and • by the name of Steve Newton. tothree with the U.S.. Osuna Cup
day head basketball coach at
squad that 'Competed against
John's alma mater, Murray
Mexico's best seniors.
State..
Although', he parlayed his
Although his basketball days
basketball and tennis talents inare now behind him, John is still
to separate successful ,career.
active in tennis. He operates his
John's Hall of Fame recognition
own tennis center on Madison's
at Madison stems largely from
west side and ranks among the
his basketball fame.
country's top senior players.
He was a University of
• • •
Wisconsin basketball coach, as
It always is good to learn of a
well as tennis- coach, for 13
Murray State alum's success
years.
-- story - and I am grateful to my• ..
friend Charles Leroy Eldridge
He was an assistant basketfor calling Johns to my
ball coach at the University of
attention.
Cincinnati when the Bearcats
won NCAA Division 1 championThis is especially gratifying
ships in 1961 and 1962 and finishwhen you heat.folks occasional,
ed second to Loyola of Chicago
ly harping on how hard it is to
in 1963. That was the most sur-'; " get to Murray and that no one
cessful basketball run of record
ever heard of the place beyond
until UCLA started its string the
its county lines.
following year.
There are lots of folks like_
The University of Wisconsin
John whose accomplishments
hired him the next year as assishave put the place on the map
tant basketball'and head tennis
and there are others coming
coach. Four years later, he gave
along who will,keep it there with
up the tennis job after suctheir achievements.
ceeding John- Erickson as head
-You can count on it.

capitol ideas
looking back
.

-

Ten years ago
Technical Sgt. Edwin L.
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Relmon Wilson of Murray, has
graduated with honors from
technical training course for
communications equipment
repairmen at Keesler Air Force
Base. Miss.
Varsity cheerleaders at Murray High School are Becky
Gould and Elizabeth Whitmer.
co--captains. Gwen Purdom,
Karen Allbritten, Cindy Gould,
Linda Ransom, Beverly Barnett
and Allyson Holt.
- Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rains.
June 30.
Students from Special Education Class at Robertson Elementary School are pictured at
swimming class at pool at Holiday Inn.
Descendents of Sam and Aslee
Marr held a reunion on July 16 at
home of Mrs. Burtis Edwards.
Twenty years ago
Joe Dick has accepted the
position of Blood Bank Chairman for Calloway County.
Chapter of American Red Cross.
Otis H. Bucy of New Concord
has been elected to membership
in American Angus Association.
- Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat James.
Steve Miller, 3, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mitt Miller of Atlanta, Ga.,
is the guest of his grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Lexie B. Ray of Union City,

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

Tenn., will speak at a gospel
meeting at Union Grove Church
of Christ, July 25 to Aug. 1.
Henry Hargis is minister of the
church.
The, Rey. Robert Burchell is
vicar of St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets.
Dr. David A. Nelson of
Owensboro will be evangelist at
revival services at First Baptist
Church. Harry F. Hampsher of
Savannah, Ga., will be the music
director.
' Thirty years ago
Donna Grogan,Janet Like and
Nancy Bazzell were three of 4-H
members to receive Junior Star
Camper Awards at District 4-H
Camp at Dawsqn Springs.
Ray Waggoner of Owensboro,
formerly Of Murray, has accepted the position as assistant
dean of students at Arizona
State College, Phoenix.
The Rev. Kelly Fitzgerald will
speak at a revival meeting at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Members of Murray Country
Club met at new club site for a
potluck supper on July 21.
Charter memberships in the
club will close on Aug. 1, according to Dr. Robert Hahs.
membership chairman. .
_Mrs. Sanders Miller of Murray was one of the speakers at
Martin Sub-District meeting of
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of Methodist Church
held:July 12 at Wesley Church,
Martin. Tenn.

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Fans and the
baseball strike
Major-league baseball players and owners appear determined to ruin the national
pastime. The players once
again are threatening to walk
off the field, having set an
Aug. 6 strike' date on, of all
things, the eve of the All-Star
Game. The owners, meanwhile, seem more eager to
break the players' union than
finish the season with their insistence on perhaps an unrealistic salary cap and refusal to
provide more lucrative TV
revenue for player (including
old-timers') pefitions.
Both -sides are taking their
case to the media. But most
fans, we suspect, find this sort
of labor dispute far less interesting to watch than a pitcher's duel. They'd rather see everyone out playing ball.
The issue, as was the case in
the 50-day 1981 players'strike,
is money. The owners say they
can't make any of it unless
players accept a salary cap of
$9 million to $10 million per
team.The players, who "earn"
an average salary of $330,000
annually, aren't about to take
a pay cut to make that ceiling
possible. They dispute the
• owners' red ink ledgers and
want a bigger share of any TV
revenue. Their strike date is
timed to coincide both With
season finales and the period
when teams negotiate most of
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WASHINGTON i AP - Appearing before a congressional_
committee can be an intimidating experience. Intimidating for the committee,
that is, when Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul A. Volcker is the
witness.
The- strapping, cig-ai-puffing
head of the nation's central bank
_came to Capitol Hill the other
day to deliver the Fed's semiannual report to Congress on
monetary policy. And he wasn't
about to spill_ one word more
than he had to.
On the House side he was asked repeatedly for some indica- tion -of what-the-Peet might do
next month on interest rates. "If
I knew,I wouldn't tell you." was
his answer.
-Pew other witnesses could get
away with such a line. They'd be
threatened with a'contempt of
Congress citation, or at least
delivered a stern lecture by the
committee chairman.
But Volcker, one of the most
powerful figures in the government, was not -challenged. He
was politely thanked for hig
testimony.
Fortunes can be made or lost
on the casual utterances of the
man who overseeS the nation's
money supply. Volcker is mindful of this, so he says very little.
Sometimes he says nothing at
all.
. What was his advice to
deadlocked House-Senate
budget conferees seeking to
come' up with a compromise
deficit-reduction package?
Volcker pondered that.
"The best way to reduce the
national debt," he said as eyes
looked up and reporters' pens
raced, "is to reduce the national
debt."
If anyone could get something
out ofTbicker,
-it7mig1Wbe'
William Proxmire,

business mirror
LOS ANGELES(API- CocaCola Co.'s purchase of Embassy
Communications Inc. and
Tandem Productions is an effort
by Coke to inject new life into
the television operations of its
Columbia Pictures subsidiary,
analysts say.
In addition to acquiring
valuable TV libraries that can
be syndicated, the proposed purchase, announced in mid-June.
would give Coke and Columbia
access to some talented
. people
who could help them in the
future.
What's more, said Tony Hoffman, an analyst with Cralin &
Co. in New York, the purchase of
Embassy could broaden Coke's
ability to sell programming to
the networks.
Embassy, largely because of
its co-owner Norman Lear. the
TV producer, has had longstanding ties with CBS, while Colum-

The Wisconsin Democrat is
not the kind of man to take guff
from anyone. He has a reputation for aggressively grilling
witnesses, for extracting information with surgical precision, for zeroing in on the crux of an
issue. In short, he's a real tiger.
VOlcirer turned him. into a passy
cat.
Mahout wasting words, Prox- -mire demanded to know how
much longer Volcker planned tokeep his job. Volcker shrugged.
But, Proxmire pressed on, did
Volcker plan to step down as

chairman before his, term expires in 1987, as he had once indicated he might? Or did he
want to stick around in hopes
that he might be re-appointed as
chairman for another four-year
term in 1987?
Volker puffed op his cigar
thoughtfully. "Well. see." he
said to both questions.
--Proxmire - tried - in - SeVeral
other ways, but "we'll see" was
about the most definitive ansu er
he could extract.
"You're a real font of information today. -aren't you" Prox-

17nire said. Volckerpuffed-on his
cigar and grinned.
"Well, I hope you stay." Proxmatre said quickly. "And I hope
you're reappointed.'"
•
During his next turn at questioning, Proxmire tried a different subeject:
• Did Volcker know whom the
administration was considering
two upcoming Fed vacancies? "No." Volcker Said. Didn't
he think he should be consulted
by the White House on the matter? Proxmire asked "Yes,"
Volcker replied.
_
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And +he beauty of it is, it's just as
fair as it is simple.:.
ef"

by roger gillott

bia has been most closely allied
with ABC.
The deal apparently would
have little impact on Coke's role
In movies since Columbia Pictures already is highly successful in that arena while Embassy has had no box-office
successes.
'Coke has mindtcated- it- mtght
even shut down Embassy's
fledgling feature-film operation.
It is,uncertain whether Core
plans to Merge Embassy's TV.
operation with C,oluMbia's or
keep them separate.
"From everything I've seen to
date, I don't think it's clear in
Anybody's mind." said Harold
Vogel, an entertainment industry analyst with 'Merrill
Lynch & Co. in New York.
Hoffman added: "There
might be a realignment of TV

7:551Vws

operations. I don't think there
will be an attempt to keep Embassy and Columbia apart."
It also is unclear how much
Coke is paying for Embassy,
which is owned by Lear and A.
Jerrold Perenchio,and Tandem,
a holding company that syndicates Lear's previous shows.
Of the 6485 million pricetag
.that. Coke put on the deal,
ween $100 million and $150
million will be accounted for by
assuming that amount of Em- bassy's debt.
The remainder will be paid in
cash and stock, and analysts put
Cokes actual cash outlay at between $100 million and 6130.
million.
None of the analysts cbuld put
a dollar figure on how much Coke might realize from syndication of Embassy—and
Tandem TV shows,but they said
it could be substantial.
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Kimbel-Bailey weddintc.r, planned Couple will be married on Aug.
The forthcoming marriage of
Miss Cynthia Carol Kimbel and
Stephen Carlos Ba,iley has been
announced.
The bride-0er t is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Clayton
of Buchanan. Tenn.. and of
Larry Kimbel of Henderson.
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Gean of
Paris. Tenn.. of Mr. and Mrs..
Wilburn Clayton, Buchanan'. and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Kimbel, Cottage Grove. Tenn..
Miss Kimbel. a 1985 graduate.
of Henry County High School. is
employed at the Henry County
Executive's office.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Bailey of
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
George Bailey of Francis and
the- late Mr. Bailey and,of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Summers of Marion.
A 1982 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he is assistaM manager of Lone Oak KMart Store, Paducah.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday. Aug. 10. at 1
p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

Cvnthia Carol Kinthel and
Stephen Carlos Bailey
•. will marry

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Patricia Ann
Stier of Mugay to Rex
Allen Meyr of Chaffee,
Mo., has been
announced.
Miss Stier is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Stier of
Paris, Tenn. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Godfrey Stier
of St. Louis, Mo., and of
A. Belohradsky and the
late Mrs. Belohradsky.
The bride -elect
received her Bachelor
of Science degree in
business administration
with an area in
marketing from Murray
State University. She is
former manager of The
Shoe Barn in Murray.
Mr. Meyr is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Meyr of Chaffee, Mo.
The groom -elect
received his Bachelor of
Science and his Master
of Science degrees in
Agriculture from Murray State University. He
is vocational
agriculture teacher at
Oran High School. Oran,
Mo., and also is a selfemployed farmer.
The wedding will be
solemnized . on Saturday, Aug. 17, at 4:30
p.m. at Zion Lutheran
Church, Gordonville,
Mo.
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Patricia Ann Stier and
Rex Allen Mec-r will marry

North Fork Novs
•

S. Jack Gardner of
Murray has completed
training at the University of Kentucky. Lexington, to conduct
educational workshops
for groups of people who
provide services to
older citizens in
Kentucky.
Gardner, who lives at
605 South 11th St.; is a

volunteer trainer in
UK's Gerontology Extension Program which
is sponsored by UK's
Council on Aging and
the Center for
Developmental Change.
Gardner is a retired
Murray State University director of safety and
personnel.

The program is partially funded by the U.S.
Administration on Aging. Dr. Jon A. Hendricks is the principal
investigator and Linda
Brasfield is the coinvestigator.
Workshops are
available in drugs and
medication practices,
coping skills and adap-

tation, nutrition and
food preparation, home
health and nursing and
consumer economics.
These workshops may
be requested by directors of agencies or
organizations which
work with senior
citizens by calling Beth
Church, 1-606-257-8301.
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Many persons visit in homes of local pcople
By HRS.R.D.RE1
•
The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter,
Tabitha, have been the
recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Jackson of
Dallas, Texas. While
there they also attended
the Southern Baptist
Convention.
Also attending the
Southern Baptist Convention at DallaS wag
the Rev. Malcolm Norton, pastor of North
Fork Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young of Covington,
Tenn., have been the recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key.

Rickie Orr of Sykes. This occasion Mrs. Keith Kuyk-endall
Evansville, Ind., has was to honor her son. and son, the Rev. and
been the recent guest of Rev. Sykes, on his Mrs. Randy Kuykendall
of Nashville, Tenn., Mr. ,
his parents. the Rev. birthday.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr. He
Those spending and Mrs. Rule Spann,
also visited Mr. and Fathers' Day in the Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Mrs. Glynn Orr and Mr. home of Mr. and Mrs. Spann_ and boys, Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch Sykes.
Harold Kuykendall and Mrs. Jimmie Spann
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert were Mr. and Mrs. and daughter. Mr. and
Farley of South Haven, Ruben Fletcher, Sylvia Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
Miss:
:have been the re- Kuykendall, Mr.- and sons. Chris and Jeffrey.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr, Mr. and Daniel Lee. Mrs. Cooper Jones.
and Mrs:
- Tdrnmy 'Mr.'and Mrs. Ho-ard The Rev. and Mrs. Veazey and children, Morris and Estelle MorWarren Sykes, Mr. and Heather and Kyle. Mr. ris were recent dinner
Mrs. Mitch Sykes and and Mrs. Tellus Orr and guests Of. Mrs. Jessie
Mr. and Mrs. Tony children. Russ and Paschall..
Sykes and children, Jamie, Mr. and Mrs. • Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Bryan and Amanda, Junior Kuykendall, Mr. Jenkins were 'recent
were recent supper and Mrs. Steve Kuyken- guests of Mr. and Mrsr.7
guests of Mrs. Jennie dall and son, Mr. and Mike Jenkins of
Muscatine, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
DAILY
recently
Kuykendall
Bargain Matinees
visited Mrs. Myrtle
Cheri & Cine
Kuykendall of Fulton
All Seats $2.00
who observed her 102nd
birthday on June 10.
Mrs. Audit% Grooms iS
'itowly at
recuperating
FROM THE DIRECTOR
her -home after being
OF 'GREMLINS
hospitalized for several
days at Paris, Tenn.. Mr.
Special
and Mrs. Boots Stafford
Good Thurs.
of _Detroit, Mich... are
& Fri. Only
here at their home in the.
1:30, 3:30, '7:00,0,00
Jones Mill community
Open
this summer caring for Mon-Set
Mrs. Grooms.
AM-10 P
,
BEYOND THIINDERDOME
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Sunday
Wyatt- -of Nashviil.
'9 AM-9 PM
Tenn., recently visited
Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr:
Per
They also visited in the
Load
home of- Mrs..- Bertie
Estelle'Morris,
Jenkins.
Mash
the Rev. Mrs. Glynn Orr
Per
and Brian and Jessie
oad
Paschall __were also
Drop Off
lowest in town
guests in the Orr home.
Bel Air Shopping Center
Laundry
Mrs. Gaynell Clement_
Hwy. 641 South
of Detroit, Mich., DempService
sey Morris and Mrs. Ida
Elkins were recent
guests of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins who returned
home with Mrs. Clementfor a visit.
Morris Jenkins had
BACK
eye surgery on July 11
To The
at Henry. 'COurlity
FUTURE
Medical Center. Paris.
Tenn.. •
--'Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Crane and family of
THE EXTRA•
Boston. Mass., were reTERRESTRIAL
cent guests of Mr. and
THE STORY
Mrs. Berthal Grooms.
THAT TOUCHED
Mr. and Mrs. Troy
THE WORLD
Bogard, Mrs. Berne
'Jenkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins and
IDEO TAPE •
daughter, Mallorie,
%VII RENTALS
were recent dinner
NIOB.-Sid. II am-I0 pni
guests of Mr. and- Mrs.
Sun, I prn•lo pm
MbrriS- JetikinS." Aftervisitors -were Mr. j
chestnut St. 753-331f noon
1
and Mks. Joe Miller.
Mr.- and Mrs: Tommy
END TH1 R
Jenkins and son'. Adam.
OPEN N,,Na.MTAKFS 036
recently,visited Mr. and
CLINT
'Ai.77111brrk;
'

EXPIOREAS P;

CINE 1 & 2
MAD MAX

753-9636
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Movirs ho- Ga

For only-s3 in, your home

Showtimes are:
Wed.-, July 24th
7:00 P.M.
Thurs., July 25th
8:00 P.M.
Fri., July 26th
9100 P.M.
Sat., July 27th it
9:00 P.M.
Call 753-5005 for more information
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...and hell followed
with him.

PALE
RIDER
Hwy 121 South

"There is no More
friendly and
charming relationship,
'communion or company
than a good marriage."
said Martin Luther
—(1483-1546
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Borgarding and Lovett vows said Cornelius and Pee
bles are selected

Miss Donna Borgerding, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Borgarding of Spanish Fort,
Ala., and David Lovett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lovett of Murray,
were married on Friday, July 5.
The wedging was at
the home orthe groom's
parents. Calloway County Magistrate Ralph
Bogard, cousin of the
groom, officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Oneida White,
organist and soloist,
presented a program of
nuptial music.
The ceremony was
said as the wedding party stood in front of an
arch entwined with
greenery and flanked by
palms and flowers.
The bride was
escorted to the improvised altar by, her
father and given in marriage by her parents.
She wore a white formal gown of sheer
organza and re embroidered Chantilly
lace featurink an empire bodice, a QueenAnne neckline and sheer
bishop sleeves. The
skirt was all lace over
peau-de-soie extending
to a flounce ruffle at the
hemline and sweeping
intd a chapel train.
Her long veil of imported silk illusion .atMiss Annette Borgartached to a Juliet head- ding of Spanish Fort,
piece was designed to Ala., sister of the bride,
match her dress. She and Melissa Jo Baker,
carried a bridal cousin of the groom,
cascading noiegay of presided at the guest
pixie carnations register.
centered with two - Miss Tammy Borgarorchids.
ding, sister of the bride,
. Mrs. Lin Thurman of distributed- rice bags.
Murray was her matron Directing the wedding
of honor. -She wore a was Mrs. Carma Lisa
peach tea-length dress Boren of Tupelo, Miss.,
overlaid in white lace. sister of the groom.
She carried a round
A special gift for the
nosegay bouquet of pix- bride and groom
was
ie carnations.
the video taping of the
The groom wore ceremony and
reception
champaign tails with a by Keith Lyles.
white tux shirt and
A reception followed
peach boutonniere.
Craig Thurman of at the Lovett home.
Assisting in the enterMurray was bestman.
He wore champaign pining were Denise
tails with. peach tux Beane, Kimber Hale,
Lori Potts,Leslie Kemp "
shirt
"
Ushers were Michael and Frankie Horton, all
Lovett of Murray, of Murray, Frances
brother of the groom, Adams and Karen Davis
Larry Boren of Tupelo. of Albuquerque, N.M.,
Miss., brother-in-law of and Kaye Riggs of
the groom, and Jeff Atlanta, Ga.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Borgarding of San
Diego, Calif., brother of Lovett spent their
honeymoon at Gatlinthe bride.
•

MURRAY TODAY

BEAT THE HEAT!
Join us inside for our

Sidewalk Sale

$2 Off

Mr. and Mrs. David Lovett
burg, Tenn. They now
are residing in Murray.
Out-of-town guests
were Bob and Frances
Adams, Karen, Adam
and Erin Davis, all of
Albuquerque, N.M.;
Larry and Carma Lisa
Boren, Tupelo, Miss.;
Greg and Kaye Riggs,
Atlanta, Ga.; Archie
and Charlotte Coggins,
Renee Coggins and
Kerni Smith, Saltillo,
Miss.; Lori Lovett and
John Donahue, Toledo;
Ohio; Don, Raegean,
Annette and Tommy
Borgarding, Spanish
Fort, Ala.; Jeff Borgarding, San Diego, Calif.;
Janet Borgarding and
Doc Hartox, Chicago
Heights, Ill.; J.W., Bobbie and Beth Anne Horton and JOhnny Cash,
Paducah; James and
Betty Conner and Jimmy and Melissa Baker,
Benton.
The groom's parents
were hosts for a rehearsal dinner held at their
home.
Bridal events given in

honor of the couple include the following:
A shower given by
Ruth Lassiter and Debbie Lassiter at the home
of the foriner;
A shower at Goshen
United Methodist
Church given by
Rheanetta Coleman,
Sue Ann Hutson,
Marlene Beach, Betty
Lawrence, Mary Alice
Humphries, Glenda
Wilson, Shelby Suiter
and Julia Bell';
A' shower in Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank
given by Betty Conner,
Leslie Kemp, Frankie
Horton, - Kimber Hale,
Melissa Baker. Carma
Lisa Boren, Jane Taylor
and Jean Ann Outland;
A shower at Poplar
Sprint Baptist Church
given by Daytha
Outland, Sue Campbell,
Lorene Falwell and
Bessie Williams;
A personal shower
given by Lin Thurman
at her home.

DATEBOOK
Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, July 25. at
-9 am.at the club courts. Pairings are as follows:
Court One — Gail Childress, Joni Billington,
Sharron Brown and Nancy Whitmer; Court Two
— Sharon Wells, Shirley- Homra, Sheila Farmer
and Donna Keller.

Bible school planned

Forty-four teachers
Participants also will the University of new
include Kentucky
from across the state have
the opportunity to Hampshire at 8:30 a.m.
authors Thomas Parhaiie been selected to do their own
writing on Friday. Aug. 2. Murrish of Berea, John Ed
participate in the Ken- during the institute
and ray, who has written
Pearce of Louisville,
tucky Writing Institute will read from
their several composition tex- Anne
Armstrong
from July 28 through works in the
final tbooks agg published ar- Thompso
n of Frankfort,
Aug, 2 at the Radisson session.
- tidies InTbmgrous Iciur--- -Jirn Wayne Miller of
Hotel, Lexington. •
The keynote address nals, will discuss "What
Bowling Gieen, James
Selected from Murray will be given by Dr.
Happens When Students Still of Hindman and
were Fred Cornelius, Donald •
M. Murray, a Write." Billy C. Clark of
associate professor of professor, of English
at
Guest opeakers will Somerset.
English at Murray State
University. and Kaye
Peebles, teacher at
Murray Middle.School.
Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald said the intta ,
stitute would provide
training in the writing
proces,s and in the effective teaching of writing
for teachers from public
schools and
universities.
"The aim of the institute is to strengthen
the teaching of writing
in Kentucky," she said.
"We anticipate that the
participants will share
these techniques with
other teachers and administrators and implement new teaching
strategies in th
classroom."
(Thurs., Fri., and Sat.)
The training is based
methods used in the
National Writing Project, which began in
Including blouses, knit tops, and colored pants.
California and has since
spread throughout the
country. The progra has
We carry Zenas, Jordache, & Lee jeans for children,
keen in effect in the Jefjuniors, misses and men. (Larger sizes for women
fersn County Schools for
(32-44) and men.)
the past five years as a
cooperative effort with
the University of
Louisville.
Three staff members
for the institute
previously worked with
Hwy 121 N. at Stella
Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat., 9-5
the Louisville Writing
'753-2493
Project. They are Dr.
Marjorie Kaiser and Dr
Julia Dietrich of the
University of Louisville
and Mildred Dougherty
of the Jefferson County
Schools.
The institute, which is
being co-sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of Education and
the Kentucky Educational Foundation Inc.,
is part of a two-year project. During the summer of 1986,- similar instruction will boo/Wed
at the eight state universities to prepare a cadre
of trainers in the special
writing techniques.
The program for the
institute includes mornSale Ends Thursday, July 25
ing and afternoon
workshops on various
aspects of writing, dinner speeches by noted
Kentucky writers and
evening activities ranging from book discussions to presentations on
the use of the computer
in teaching writing.

Play•will be presented
"My Fair Lady" will be presented at Paducah
Community College Fine Arts Theater on
Fridays and Saturdays, July 26 and 27 and Aug. 2
and 3, at 8 p.m., and on Sundays. July 28 and,
Aug. 4. at 2 p.m. Admission will be $5 for adults
and $3 for students. Group rates are available
with Mastercard and VISA'accepted. This is a
joint production of PCC/Market House Theatre
and Paducah Summer Festival. For information
call 1-444-6828 or 1-442-6131, extension 203.

A Family Bible School at University Church of
Christ will start Sunday. July 28, and continue
through Thursday. Aug. 1. Classes for all akes including adults will be from 6 to 7:30 p.m. on Sunday and from 7 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through
Thursday. "We Care" will be the theme. Doron
Claiborne will be teaching high school young people at the Church of Christ Student Center. Murray State University students will be with the
adults in the auditorium class with Charley
Bazzell and Robin Wadley as teachers. This
school is open to all interested persons.

Layaway Sweaters & Jeans Now For School!

Sue's Discount Jeans

THISIS
R TEST
ONE WEEK ONLY!

If we practically
GIVE TI-115 RItIG AWAY
flow many
people will
grab it?

The Nationally
Famous Diamond
Waterfall Design

1/4 CARAT OF DIAMONDS
YOUr5

LaCosta Beane
5 yr old daughter of
Terry iFly 8, Demse
Beane of Murray

900

NOW THAT 15 A RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICE.
WHILE THEY LAST...AT

Wednesday is
Tot s Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

The Jet Cadets of First United Methodist
Church will meet Wednesday, July 24, from 9 to
11 a.m. for their third summer se,ssion. This is
for boys and girls who have completed tirades 4
to 6. The group will leave the church by van at 9
a.m. and go to the home of Joe Keesiar who will
demonstrate his work in blacksmithing. Enroute
back to the church the group will stop at Dairy
Queen for refreshments and each should bring
-own money.

19

For
$
Only

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

Jet Cadets will meet

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

MICHELSONS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER.
MURRAY, KY.
l"3tged to show deto

CLASSIC FILM RENTAL

-

''''''''''''

Inside Crass Furniture

The Single Connection will meet Thursday, July 25. at 7:30 p.m. in third floor classroom.
Education Building. First _United Methodist
Church. "Become More Assertive" will be the
subject to be ,presented by Billie Burton of the
-Counseling and Testing Center, Murray State
University. Dress is casual and babysitter service is not provided. The group later goes to
Jerry's Restauiant for refreshments. For information call Jill_144.703,7,1701.

Hrs. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Membership Dues
Same Low Prices for
Everyone!
New Releases

,
Memorial day Fr.iday.
Annual memorial day at Mt. Pleasant United
Me,thodist Church will be Friday, July 26. A
hilliness meeting will begin at 10 a.m. followed
by preaching at 11 'a.m. with •Di'. William
Vaughn, superintendent of Paris District Of
Methodist Church, as speaker. A basket lunch
will be served at poon.*This is forall persons Interested in the upkeep of the cemetery at the
church established in 1840 on land donated by
Tennessee Gov. Jones.

All Summer Merchandise

New Titles
,

Ghoulies
The Care Bear Movie
Runaway
- 5andango
Avenging Angel

ORIC"

BLACK HU:LS.60LO CREATIONS°
Sitsk E 1919

113 S. 4th - Downtown
753-2835

Nightmare on Elm Street
The Hduse Where Evil Dwells
The Falcon And The Snowman
Johnny Dangerously

CRASS FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd St.

753-3621

-

.
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Social Security procedures discussed
Anyone who plans to
retire before his or her
65th birthday should apply -'for Monthly Social
Security benefits no
later than the last day of
the month the benefits
are to begin, according
to Bettye Williams.
-Social Security District
Manager;
"Benefits payable for
months before 65 can

begin no earlier than the
month the person applies." Mrs. Williams
said.
"In general, a person
who applies for benefits_
after reaching . 65 can
get back payments for
up to six months before
the month he or she applies for retirement or
survivor benefits.
however, the person can

apply up to three mon- Office. 546 Lone Oak
ths before the month he Rd., phone 1-443-7506;
or she wants benefits to the Mayfield Social
start."
Security Office. U.S.
This will help assure Highway 45 North.
that the first payment phone 1-247-8095; or see
will be receiVedon.time, a Social Securtty.
Mrs. Williams said.
Representative each
For more information Tuesday from /0 a.m. to
about Social Security noon in Robert 0. Miller
benefits, contact the Courthouse Annex,
Paducah Social Security Murray.

a

served over crackers Or
biscuits.
Although the Bradford Chamber of Commerce issues an official
recipe to out-of-towners,
"everybody makes it
different,''. said Wanda
Leach, manager of Jere -lane Restaurant,
SCOI'TS IRV% ATE - Junior Girl Scout Troop No. 592 of Murray Middle
SchOotrecently made a donawhich is dishing up the
tion to the Humane Society of Calloway County. Accepting the check from
Janie Martin. high seller of
soup for this year's sixth'
406 boxes of Girl Scout cookies, is Kathy Cohen of the Humane Society. The
troop also donated money to
annual Doodle Soup
l'SA for Africa. The troop won money from. pizza Hut for having highest average of Girl
Scout cookie
Festival.
sales in Calloway County. The troop also won a trip to Show Biz at Paducah for
having highest cookie
Mrs. Patterson admitsales in Bear Creek Council. Pictured, from left. are Tracy Marvin. Dana
Millman, Andrea Bose,
t e d that many
Laura Davis. Leigh Ann Carter, Mrs. Cohen. Carla Brandon. Carrie Germann.
Janie Martin.and Janice
newcomers have to acDriskill. Not pictured are Kwanda Hornbuckle and.Allison Burton. Troop leaders
are Shirley Martin
quire a taste for the
and Marilyn Germann.
spicy soup, believed to
be created by settlers
200 years ago. "A lot of
Basically, it's chicken people that move here
drippings spliced up with don't like it at first, but
hot-pepper and vinegar. They usually end up lovTOesday,July 23
Tuesday. July 23
Wednesday,July 24
Thursday,July 25
But the recipes vary. ing it," she said.
Murray Lions Club is
Program of "Sing clude Parents and Twos have closed meetings at
So do opinions about
"It's strictly a local scheduled to meet at Out, Kentucky!" will at
9:30 a.m. and Story 8 p.m. at First Christian
how it was first- con- thing though. I've never 6:30 p.m. at Murray not be presented tonight
Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and. Church. Benton. For incocted. where it got its heard of. doodle soup Woman's Club House.
at Kentucky Dam State .3:30 p.m.
formation call 753-0061,
name and whether the anywhere else," Mrs.
---Park.
-762-3399. 753-7764 or
golden
broth.
is
best
Murray
TOPS
(take
Patterson said.
PET 01- 114 EMEEK- ‘no.lia Burnett holds
7— — —
-Bereavenment Sup- 753-7663.
off pounds sensibly )
this eight-week-old part Terrier, part chihuahua
"Nickelodean 1985" port Group will Meet at
---Club
will
meet
at
7
p.m.
female pupp who needs a good home. It is
program will be 9:30 a.m. ,and Diet and
"Sin g Out. Kenat Calloway County presented at 8 p.m. at
available at Animal shelter. 105 E. sycamore
Diabetes Group will tucky!" program will be
Health Center.
Ext.. just east of South Fourth Street. operated
Kentucky Dam -Village meet at 2 p.m., both in presented at 8 p.m. at
---b3 Humane Society of Canna a County. Also
Auditorium.
third floor classroom of Lake Barkley State
DES MOINES. Iowa alternative of- inexpen,
Western Kentucky
a% ailable are many.cats, kittens and puppies inMurray-Calloway Conn- Park.
I AP )- There's hope for
sive
and
easily
mainYouth Series will be at
cluding some terrier mixes and a shepard
Parents Anonymous tY Hospital. ,
homeowners who have • tained ground covers,
7:30
p.m.
at Lebanon will meet fl-am 6 to
malatmite mix puppy. Animals who do not find
Health
- Express or
8
tried in vain to grow shade -loving Wild .
Church. of. Christ, p.m. For
homes musi.be destroyed. Hours of the shelter. grass in
Murray-Calloway Couninformation
Douglas'
and
Hazel
shady areas.
'flowers such as jack-in- Sedalia.
open to the public. are 12:30 to 5 p.m..' Nlonday
Genters• will be open ty Hospital will be at M
call 762-2504. .
The editors of Better the-pulpit, violets.
---ihniugh Friday. and I to 4 p.m.. Saturday and
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. & W Ceramics at Water---Homes and Gardens trillium, marsh
Spouse Abuse AdSunday.
CPR Classes will for activities by -senior Valley from 9 to 11 a.m.
magazine suggest the marigolds, or creeping
visory Board will have a
and at Pilot Oak
begin
at 7 p.m. in third citizens.
buttercup.
training session for
Grocery at Pilot Oak
---Wild flower nurseries hotline volunteers at 6 floor classroom of
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
Counevents
day
at
Ladies
can supply roots, and p.m. at CalloxiaY Public
ty Hospital. For infor- Oak's Cotintry Club will
the soil should be kept Library.
,
Junior-Golf will be at 9
Mation call the Red be golf at 9 a.m. and
moist ' and the plants
a.m.
---at Oaks Country
-Cross office at-753-1421. bridge at 9:30 a.m.
never mowed, the
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Club.
—
—
editors say. Ferns such at American Legion
- -Ladies day events at
Health Express of
as maiden hair or
The Single Connection
Building, South Sixth Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray Country Club
ostrich fern are an at- and Maple Streets.
ty Hospital Will be at will include golf at 8. will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
trattive accompaniColdwater
Grocery • ait
bridge at 9r30 a.m. third floor ,classroom.
- rnea'to Wild floweri.
Education Building,
Murray State Univer- Coldwater from 9 to 11 and luncheon at noon.
They add: "On steep
First United Methodist
sity
Summer
CourtsCommunia.m.
on
and
slopes where erosion is
Church.
For informaFree government
a problem. ground ty Band will present its quare in Murray from
tion call Jill at 753-1701.
final
concert
p.m.
3:30
12:30
of
commodities
the
to
be
will
Come in an register for a
cover can spread quick------distributed from 9 a.m.
ly. retain moisture and season at 7 p.m. on lawn
FREE NEC Laptop PC
Jet Cadets of First
Wednesday,
In
front
July
of
County
Lovett
at
24
p.m.
3:30
to
require little .care.
to be given away on July 27
Combined WMU- Road Department, East United Methodist
.Ajuga, bishop's weed. Auditorium, MSU.
Church will meet at 9
Council
of First Baptist Sycamore Street.
During our
vinca. and sweet
a.m. at church.
Murray Moose Lodge Church will meet at 4
woodruff are common
---Grand Opening Celebration Sale
---p.m.
in
conference
Legion
room
meeting
will be
varieties planted in soil
Thursday,July 25
Young
-in -Hearts
mixed with compost or at 8 p.m. with officers to (basement) of church.
Junior Golf will be at 9 Class of Seventh and
meet
at
7
p.m.
peat."
a.m. at Murray Country Poplar Church of Christ
Events at Calloway
Club.
will meet at 7 a.m. in
Public Library will in---church parking lot to
Tennis Mixed Doubles leave for field trip to
will start at 6:30 p.m. at Memphis. Tenn.
Murray Country Club.
------Mothers Day Out will
The Compassionate be at 9 a.m. at First
Parent Support Group Baptist Church.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
---Calloway County Health
Free government
Center. For information commodities will be
call 753-3381.
distributed from 9 a.m.
753-7733
---to 3:30 p.m. at County
West Kentucky Allied Road Department. East
Inc., Board of Sycamore Street. •
Services,
14K.
Directors will meet at 3
YELLOW
p.m. at Graves County
Chapter 50 of Disabled
Senior Citizens. Seventh American Veterans and
GOLD
I 2 CARAT
and James Streets, Auxiliary will meet at 7
1 FULL CARAT
db
Mayfield.
p.m. at Legion Hall.
BRADFORD. Tenn.
AP I - Boston has its
clam chowder. San Antonio has its chili,
Philadelphia has its
pepper pot - and Bradford has its doodle soup.
"Welcome,to the Doodle Soup Capital of the
World," reads the sign
on the outskirts of this
rural west TenneSseetown of about 1,200.
"People drive through
and see the sign and it's
surprising how many
call up later and ask
what doodle *soup is,"
said Joyce Patterson,
, city recorder.
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Coming community events are listed

Flowers can help lal\-15

THOROBRED COMPUTER
Now on the Court Square

We're Giving Away A Computer -

Also

Pick any 2 in-stock Apple' Programs
FREE with the purchase of an Apple Computer
Through our Grand Opening

,........................................
.
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.• GREAT SAVINGS ALL WEEK LONG! .
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All Movies $2
(Club Members Only)
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• All
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STOREW1DE SALE!

items reduced-VCR's, T.V.'s, .
: refrigerators, microwaves, washers:
: & dryers by Litton, Fisher, Quasar,:
: Magnavox, Kelvinator
& Whirlpool..
.
.
.
.
•
.

18,000 BTU Whirlpool
Air Conditioner

a
.
.

'

as low as 1469's

"
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
-a

.
.

.

.
.
.

" '
Centrall k SALES id RENTAL 1110
Open 10-9'
.
:Shopping Center -.11.1k,..211fp
.
753-7670 0
- (next to Kroger)
.
.
.,

.15
CARAT
DIAMOND
EARRINGS

WITH COUPON

E-Z TERMS

011

WITH COUPON

MICHELSONS

E-Z TERMS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

Come In Out Of The Heat
And Into One Of Our 4
Klafsun-Wolff Tanning Beds!
*Completely Private
*Air Conditioned
300 Min. '28
(Good July 18th-27th)

. Suntanning Studio
Bel-Air Shopping Center.

758-8593

Nickelodean 1985
musical will be
presented t 8 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village
Auditorium.
---AA and Al-Anon will

Senior Citizens activities will be.from 10
a.m._ to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and _from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
•-• ---

Sexiest men selected
LOS ANGELES (AP). magazine's September
- Power, excellence Issue.
Completing the list
and. risk-taking sum up
the secret of America's were U.S. Rep. Jack10 sexiest men, ranging -Kemp of New York, TV
from New York Gov. actor Don- Johnson of
Mario Cuomo to come: "Miami V ice," Al3CIPT
dian John Candy. accor- "Nightline" anchor Ted
ding to Playgirl Koppel, New York Mets
magazine.
pitcher Dwight Gooden,
"Whether cerebral, Indianapolis 500 winner
artistic, political or Danny Sullivan, musiathletic, power is a turn- cian Quincy Jones, acon for today's woman," tor Aidan Quinn of
editor Torruni Lewis "Desperately Seeking
says in a news release .Susan" and dancer
accompanying the list, Alexander Godunov,
which appears in the who_turned actiir."

The coupon that ran in
Snap Shot Photo's ad in
Saturday and Monday's
paper expires July 29th not
July 20th. We are sorry for
any inconvenience this rrilay
have caused.
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Ready-to-assemble furniture gains more sales, has bright future
By BARBARA MAYER an hole or more to get 'carefully, suggest
ed one dustry term which
When Kb furniture and wall systems,'there
AP Newsfeatures
Into the new store which retailer. Fasteners are
heights so they could other types of retailers
first
refers
knockto
the
appeared, straight were upholstered easy
Individuals who need specializes in this type among
•'grow" with the child.
are selling furniture in
the most impor- down or flat parts ).-kit chairs. tables and
shelv- Chairs and sofas, cornto furnish in a hurry of furniture.
general
While
the
tant part of the furniture furniture, furnitur
parts in many, areas.
e in ing predominated, but - puter furniture and furhave discovered that
public has -been recep- Chain stores, discount
and need to be stunt/ parts, and ready-to- the New
The main advantages
York show niture for children's tive
furniture they can select
to the new type of outlets, home centers,
enough to support the assemble furnitur
e. The I eatured virtually every rooms. The children's
and take home of ready-to-assemble weight they
furniture.' home fur- hardware stores; even
will
bear.A
associa
new
type
tion
will
of furniture in pieces seem especially
themselves to put furniture are easily buyer should
nishings retailers have large drug stores, are
always put also provide informa- parts. Besid
es a useful since many' not been particularly among those
together immediately is summarized: cost sav- the sample
handling
through
its
tion
tO
ings
general
the
plethora
are
likely.
This is
Of desks, tables featured adjustable welcomi
just the ticket.
As a result it
n
•
far from surprising paces. Sit down in the publ-ic, according to
Though it is not yet since the buyer takes on chairs; lie down on Douglas Kerr, executive
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026
CHECK OUR PRICES
changing the way most much of the respon- beds; try wobbling vice president.
tables
to see if they are
Americans buy home sibility by transporting
About 150 manufacWood Swinging
furnishings, ready-to- his own furniture and by steady. Look for infor- turers, many from
assemble furniture is putting it together mation on hangtags or foreign countries,
175 Watt Mercury
French Doors iSC\\
on the box about brought their products
gaining more sales himself.
Securit+ Light
materials used. Check to New York to show
across the country.
Immediate delivery to see if any warranties.
and sell. Though not
Industry authorities and use and
easy are offered.
necessarily the most
6 Ft. Wide with
411
predict it has a bright disassembl
A group of manufac- adventurous
y and
IN
lock set and-screen
or most
future, especially the removal to a
10
new home turers. importers and durable furnit
ure
pieces that are are other obvious
ad- others who attended a available nowadays.
available at moderate vantages. Sometim
Water
NEW
es. trade show for this type many pieces were pracprices. Predictions of but not always, this
4
Black
'
type of furniture in New York tical, livable and
success have grown of furniture offers more City
recently used the moderately priced. ac111
stronger recently as a interesting designs
at occasion to form jhe cording to retailers who 0
P
9995
number of readyto- moderate prices.
Ready to-Assemble came to take a look_ 0
assemble specialty
Furniture Association. These pieces
Dual Element
'frosted Pins -Outdoor Wood
(or others
IF
stores have prospered.
Like other types of The new group
M
plans to like them) should be on
30 Gallon Electric
furniture, ready-to- establish a
II1
single name retail sales floors within
In Europe, this type of
8'
10'
lir
16'
,
NI
size
assemble pieces vary in for this
type of furniture the coming months. Not
merchandise already
4
x
8
%1
X
quality and costliness. and to
work out a clear all items will be
accounts for as much as
2x4
1.99 2.69 3.49 4.89
U
.
At the lowest prices,
definition of it.
a quarter of retail furavailabl
everywh
e.
;
ere.
less sturdy pieces made
2x6
2.99 3.69 4.45 5.95 •
At least four names but consumers who
niture sales, and recentlive
of composite products are
ly American home furused inter- in large cities will stand .
0
$2045
such as particleboard changeably
2x8
3.95 4.9! 5.95 7.95
to describe the best chance of finnishings trends have
Iki
CI
Per
Sq.
are often found. Better it: KD
es
furniture Ian in- ding a good selectio
been following the Euro0
$
2
99
Owens corning
4x4
n.
3.99 5.89 7.19 9.20
pean lead. This spring, quality costs more.
RP
.
3'4" Thick
20 yr. warranty
I
when Ikea, the Swedish
How does one judge
4;1
NI
di
chain, opened in a the quality in a piece of
Hey
We Offer
suburb outside furniture that comes in
•Mr.
2x 4
Farmer
IN
With
Philadelphia would-be a box? Examine the
fifiM
'Mr.
Ceiling
4)
Handyman
Shutter
customers lined up for floor sample very
IN

REAs

BUILDING CENTERS

'43995

759-4026

‘.
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TREATED LUMBER
SALE!

Heater

$

AD
Plan job 'carefully when

Iwo moo"'

installing wall paneling
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I am putting up
wall panels over a wall
that is already there.
Can I cement the panels
directly on to the old
wall or do I have to build
a framework first?

$2688 .

A. - You don't say
what the old wall consists °Land what kind of
panels will be used, so
the reply mtut be
general rather than
specific. While 4-by-8
panels can be installed
directlx over an old wall
which is in fairly, good
condition, it is much better to attach furring
strips to the wall and
then install the new
paneling. Furring strips
usually are l-by-2. Put
them up horizontally.
with vertical pieces
where the edges of the
panel will be. Use plumb
lines and levels to be
sure everything is
perfectly straight. If
not, use shims or small
pieces of wood to get the
furring just right. When
you are sure it is, go
ahead with the paneling,
which then can be nailed
or glued into place. Using an adhesive is fine,
but place a few nails at
strategic locations to
keep everything in place
until the adhesive is dry.
Plan your job carefully.
Make sure you have
made provisions for
electrical outlets and
any other obstructions
that might interfere
with the installation of
either the furring strips
or the panels.
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Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

Aluminum
Turbine

50 LB. Box

$14.99
-; EX/CA.
7 APE

WI411.1
SUPPLIES
LAST

YOU PAP

40% ETJ EaR
II

-LOff BATH
FIXTURES
(

2 ,nLhwe

G....,
NOM& G AtAGE
1040f 6.,

Poplar professional grade all-purpose-tope
,s strong sficky and waterpfoof Sedis 8
epo ,s dozens of ,erns or:, ndnp

Paddle Fan Sale
•

White Jordan
Full View
Storm Door

k

$7495

I

tot

•

Blade, 52" Paddle Fan with Cane
Inserts, Antique Brass,
3 Speed with Reverse
Both in Regular Drop

•

We Also Have 21 Styles of Paddle Fans In Stock

We have
a large
inventory
of
Electric
motors,
pullys,
and belts
in all
sizes.

MURRAY,SUPPLY CO.'NC.
753-3361
And
.
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

SALE ENDS 7-29-85

US FIRST IPAW.0,
.•alk
it

and Ceiling Hugger

$6995

C

5" Aluminum
Gutter •
Brown & White
, $07.4)9J,
,
,,
Neff
(10" sections

8 to 16 Penny Nails

in the Box

CLOSE-OUT

(25x61 only)

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.
.

4026

4:00

$39.95

-n

12"

\N
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- Wheel Barrel
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each

1

4 Cu. Ft.
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Saturday

0
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w /Base

' 8'7
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7:30 til 5:00

BUILDING •
A TREAcCENT
ERS •

$33.87

Vents

1

Mon.-Fri.

With metal blades

11

Store Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8 - 1 2 Sat.

0
x

•
Cpp

3-Speed
BOX FAN

r

A LUMBER COMPANYMIC. .
la"
VI
M

I

SUMMER SPECIALS

g Rickman
4'J ,1
------A:47
d Norsworthy l'ig
ar,
• „)»fr
500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450

89°
Economy

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

4,..._Imimilim
SHOP US FIRST/Apre-

.4

'

."*To Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru 7-29-85

1S3 3361

o.

Store Hours:

J

•-• • .110%

Murray Supply
201E. Alan

.88229.95
$179-'
Variable Speed

It
ft
X

Studs

Air Conditioner Sale
5.000 BTU
6.000 BTU-'239.85
18,200 BTU...'559.95

30" Emerson

8:00 til
VISA' 1

We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done, We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails
Largest Inventory In Our Area,

2x4 Precut
I
in
Economy
.
Studs
.

•

a
4
w

•

I•

50%

•

90 Days
Same
As
Cash!*

i
•

right or whether a further adjustment is
necessary. Sometimes
the float itself needs
replacement. When this
kind of equipment starts
to give you periodic
trouble, consider the installation of a more
modern flushing
mechanism.

4w
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ri.
NI
Og
N.
mi
a

el
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Shingles

0

valve

Q.. - Our barn has an L
old aluminum roof that
is beginning to develop
cracks, apparently at
the seams. They are
very tiny cracks that 1
can hardly be seen. If I
solder them, will this
Merillat
prevent future leaks? A. - You can't solder
aluminum. Use what is
Cabinets
called aluminumized 1
caulking material.
off list
Q.- Our toilet tank is 0
CK
old-fash
the
ioned kind,
with a metal ball on the i"o.(4 Styles Available)
end of a float rod. When in
the water is flushed, the 3
tank fills up too much so CL
that water begins to run
0
down the overflow tube,
and into the toilet bowl.
I have been told this can
be correc
.ted by bending
the float rod. Which way
should it be bent in my
•
case?
A.- Lower. Bend it in ,
the center of the rod., but
do it very, very careful- (
•
ly so that nothing is
CASH & CARRY
thrown out of adjustII%
ment. Bending the rod a aI 4-RP --Mb
1
\
.\NiaLl
i
if
4
0 SHOP
bit lower means the

•••••••

I

Foam
Board

a

stops the 'water
from coming in sooner
than it has been. Test it
by flushing the tank and
seeing whether it is all

0
r
.4

Turbine
Vents

wo

'Mr. Builder

•
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IN. 2400111 HAM.wn, Mwn

208 E. Main

Since 1955
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Official practice started Monday

Both Tigers, Lakers begin preseasons
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
It's football time
again.
Across the state ofheal practice began
Monday with preconditioning drills and
team meetings taking
place. •
In Murray High and
Calloway County
camps. both he.ad
coaches were met with
enthusiastic receptions.
Tony Franklin, entering his third year at the
helm, of the Murray
Tigers. said .more
players have turned out
this year than in the
past two.
-We had about 36 out
on Monday which is by
far the largest group
we've ever started
with,' Franklin said.
•They are an extremely
young group — only four
seniors •
but - of the'
sophomores we have
back. 10 were starters
tor us last year.''
, The nicest part about
having such a young.
but experienced group
tor Franklin is the _re.i-ljustment process in
the preseason. • .
"Most of these kids
rne and know my
•_erminology by now, so
-ven though were
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changing our offensive
scheme entirely, they
can understand what
I'm talking about. It's
been very smooth the
first two days."
Franklin said.
Franklin revealed
that the Tigers will be
shucking their former
option offense for a oneback, pass-oriented attack this year. Murray
went to the one-back set
last Seasoh in games
against Heath and
Caldwell County and
Franklin predicts the
new look will provide an
exciting, wide-open
show for the Tiger fans.
For first -year
Calloway coach Jack
Haskins, the adjustment
process has been a little
different.
''We've got a long way
to go. The kids seem en

thusiastic and all have
good attitudes, but
we're still trying to get
things organized as far
as practices go."
Haskins said this morning. "We can't tell too
much about what kind of
personnel we have yet
or what we're going to
run. I'm still trying to
memorize names and
faces out here."
Haskins, Who came to
Calloway after more
than a decade at Heath
High School, says it's
too early to tell about
this year's team, but he
was pleased with the
turnout tif -about 50"
players on Monday.
Along with Haskins,
the Laker coaching
ranks will have Joe
Stonecipher as defensive coordinator, John

Om as line coacb, and
Lae former' Murray
State players as
assistants — Ralph
Robinson and Kurt Marshall. Dan Walker, offensive coordinator last
season, will be directing
the freshman.squadthis
year along with Bobby
Holland.
'A few changes have
been made in the Murray coaching situation
also. With the loss of
Jerry English, who is
returning to Colorado
after two three years
with the Tigers,
Franklin was able to
hire former Murrayan
Bobby Toon from Fulton
County as an assistant
coach in charge of
defensive and offensive
backfields.
Gil Johnson will coach
the defensive line and
receivers.
. Jim
Piercefield will be in
charge of oLfensive
1 i_nemen and
linebackers and David
Dodd will work with
both offensive and
defensive linemen.
Murray will conduct
practices this week
beginning at 7 a.m. each
day. Next week the
Tigers will go to two-adays at 7 a.m. and 6
p.m.. on the practice

field behind-, .
Tigers leave for
preseason camp at Kentucky Wesleyan University and on Friday, Aug.
9, Murray will scrimmage Daviess County at
9 a.m. in Owensboro.
Murray's first game
is against Russellville,
Aug. 24. at the Paducah
Purchase Bowl at 6 p.m.
Calloway will be conducting daily practices
this week from 6-8 p.m.
(two hours earlier on
Wednesday) and will be
on a flexible time
schedule starting next
• week when the team
begins two-a-days.
"Depending on what we
get worked out."
Haskins said, "we'll
probably go from 8-10 in
the mornings and from
4-6 in the evenings. But
that may change later."
The Lakers will attend team camp at Kentucky Wesleyan in
Owensboro beginning
Aug. 11 and will host
Fulton County, Aug.23,
at 8 p.m. in their season
opener. The second
game of the, season,
Aug.13, will mark the
beginning of the 7:30
p.m. starting times with
a home contest against
Ballard Memorial.
0

CO-CHAMPIONS — Both the Jabbawalkies and Titanics
of the girls lower
division softball league finished the regular season with
8-2 records to share
the league title. Members of the Jabbawalkies include
(top photo,front row)
Eric Long, Janie Martin, Meredith Julian, Megan
Harrington, Brook Miner, Melissa Holland, Kasey Wilson, (second row)
Anna Perkins. Krista
Stalls. Vanessa Sammons, Amy Perrin, Laura Archer,
Le Ann Johnson,
Gayle Allen. coach Bobby Martin, (not pictured) Colette
Jones and coach
Frank Julian'. Members of the Titanics include (bottom
photo, front row)
Velissa Muscio, Shannon Beale, Victoria Kendall, Jenny
Turner, Vicki
Rowland, Carroll Lane Christopher, (second row) Coach
Oliver Muscio,
KaDonna Randolph, Deidra Holcomb, Tonya Hughes,
Mary Catherine
Woolridge. Luciana Ray, Jennifer Howe. coach Tom
Holcomb, (not pictured) Kelsey Christopher, and Beth Rose.

Baseball strikt; outlook:

Mega-buck pension deal main cog in talks
By JOHN ELSON
Traditionally, the pired on Dec. 31.
are met, the annual conAP Sports Writer
union's 'pension has
According to tribution would amount
Major league baseball been funded by a con- baseball's benefits plan to about $60
million a
• ,egan a pension plan in tribution from the administrator, Angeline year over
the,length of a
A147 that paid .$675 a owners amounting to Rowan of William M.
five-year contract.
nionth., at age, 65._ to.. about.one-third -of their Mercer-Medinger. the
One. of the ideas the
inyone who retired annual network televi- current top payout to a union has
considered
rorn the game with 20: sion revenue. But since baseball pensioner with would inerease
the top
"ears of service as a owners signed a six, 20 years' service who annual
pension to
. slaver, coach or year. $1.1 blilion net- retires at age 65 is $4,825 $90,000
while reducing
.!ianager.
work contract that took a -month, or $57,900 a the number of years'
Thirty-eight years effect in 1984, they are year. On the other side service required
from 20
Arr. the Major League less willing to deal out of the ledger, a recent
to 10. In addition, pen'layers Association is one-third for pensions.
retiree with one-quarter sions for old-time
rying to win a
The union's attempt to year service at age 45 players could be in:iultimillion dollar deal carry on that tradition would get about $26 a creased
by about 50
hat could pay its pen. has been the major month.
percent.
.-toners as much as obstacle in negotiating a
Last year, baseball's
The pension plan
.i.A)-0Lib-a.._v-e-ar_-u4.7,501;
_agreem.ent to Contribution to the pen- structure includes six
month
replace the one that ex- sion plan was al300t- - classes of pensioners.
$15.5 million. The union Class 8, or the top class,
says that if its demands "is anybody who had ac-
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M-C swimmers place second
in Calvert City triangle meet

Two Murray Calloway Swim Team
relay squads and three
individuals were
undefeated during
Saturday's tri-meet at
Calvert City.
The Murray:Calloway
swimmers placed se- terfly and Jennifer
Cowl with 562 points to Parker won the 12-under
573 by host Calvert CRy. -1
,
1rIs breaststroke.
Mayfield scored 478.
MCST coach John
The two undefeated Griffin also cited
relay squads for MCST several swimmers for
consisted of 8-under _valuable effort and imboys Britt Trimble, proved times including
Mark _Vandegrift, Seth Seth Grogan, who placAllgood and Caleb ed second in 6-under
Johnson and 10-under freestyle and
boys Sean Malinauskas, backstroke;_ Mark
Steven Gresham, Peter Vatrdegrift, Allison
Johnson and David Sickel, Kara ArmVahdegrift
strong, Melissa Muscio,
Individually, Steven Mark Simmons and
Gresham set new pool Kellye Olson.
records in all five
In corrected results
10-under boys individual from' last week's
events; Megan Mayfield Invitational,
Malinauskas broke MCST was led by Megan
%SiI1S
records- in the 8-under Malinauskas who won
girls freestyle and five events and set pool
D.C. tith'
backstroke and placed records in girls 8-under
first in three other backstroke and
events; and Caleb
WASHINGTON AP) Johnson came awau
— France's Yannick with five blue ribbons in
Noah overcame a slug- boys 8-under races.
gish start and went on to
Also, Britt Trimble
defeat Argentina's Mar- placed second in five
tin Jaite 6-4, 6-3 to take 8-under boys events,
the $200,000 D.C. Na- Cathy Williams
tional Bank Tennis gathered four firsts in
CLARKSVILLE,
Classic.
girls 15-18 competition, Tenn. — Several
Noah, seeded third. Donnis Stogner earned
members of the
fell behind 4-1 in the first two firsts for girls Murray
-Calloway
set before taking control 14-under breaststroke Bonne Belle running
at the net to reel off five and individual medley, clinic for women parstraight games and cap- Jonathan Gresham won ticipated in last
Saturture the set.
the boys 14-under but. -day's . Women's
Distance Festival in
Clarksville.
Among the 95 total
participants, three runners from the Murray
group placed first in
their respective age
Financing
brackets in the.5K run.
on
Jane Arnold placed
All Chevrolet New Units except /
1
2 first in the 50-over divi& /
1
4 ton 2 wheel and 4 wheel sion with a time of 22:20.
Ann Henry won first
Drive Trucks which are 8.8%
place in the 45-59 division with a personal tiesi
Financing

Noah

HANK WILLIAMS SHOW
Monday August 515 1985
1 Ftig Show 8 15 p
Chew Seats IAN /Reserved

crued active major
league serviee during or
after the 1970 championship season and who had
not started drawing pension benefits prior to
1980," Rowan said. In
1980, the first two
classes were eliminated
and all pensioners were
brought up to at least
Class 3.
Once a player's class
is established, the
am-bunt he receives is
based on years of service and the age of
retirement, and has
nothing to do with what
he earned before retireIfient --The--platv--ent20rs
players, managers and
up to four coaches per
team and takes in all
players who were
rostered on the final dajr
of the 1946 season.
To put the average
player's pension in
perspective, if he stayed
in the game until age 45
and had 10 years of service, he would be entitled to about $1,050 a._
month. A retiree at age
50 with the same service
would get about $1,490 a
month, Rowan said.

$8.00
$700

from jaitt.

Murray-. Calloway
Swim Team
breaststroke, and Caleb
Johnspn who won four
firsts_ and a second and
established pool records
for backstroke and
breaststroke.
The 10-under boys
were well represented
by Peter Johnson (firsts
In butterfly and IM)and
Steyen Gresham (firsts
In freestyle, backstroke
and breaststroke ).
Johnson and Gresham
also helped teammates
Sean Malinauskas and
David Vandegrift to win
the boys 10-under
medley relay.
MCST scored 390 to
place third overall
behind host Mayfield,
392, and winner
Paducah, 505.

Women's Distance Festival
featured local clinic runners

WILLIE NELSON & FAMILY
Tuesday. August fith 1985
Trecti Chair Seats IAN Reserved)
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An Ashley Central Woodburning Furnace frees
you from high energy costs, brownouts and fuel
shortages! Because new trees can always be
Planted, there'll always be plenty of cleanburning, non polluting firewood, which your
Ashley Woodburning Furnace can convert efficiently-into thermostatically controlled, wholehome heat!
90,000 BTU output.
I. Up to 12 hours ofeven heat from a single
fueling
Cold-rolled steel and cast-iron construction
for durability
Cast iron shaker grate permits either wopd tr
a1 fueling
UL Certified, your assurance ...
of safe rw%Prarion-
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1 Big Shots
$
C•12.
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Western Kentucky State Fair
P 0 Box 325
Hookinsylle, Ky. 42240
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO
WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE FAIR.

NEW

Purdorn's Inc.
202 S. 5th St.

753-4872

S 12th St
Dwain
Murray
753 2617
Taylor
CHEVROLET, INC.

reitr -Stisan

Woods earned first in
the 35-39 division with a
time of 21:427
"
. Other Murray women
who plated and their
_times included Valerie
Caraotta who placed se-

"new
-44POOMIIMIMMONIKAIN81.1111.11.01110~
.

cond in the 20-24 group
in 19:51 and Eva King
who placed third in the
30-34 division in 21:59.
Other Murray participants were Gale yinson. 26:32, Sarah
Galvin, 26:47, Patty
Alvey, 27:11, and Anne
Sparkman, 27:13.
The next running
event scheduled in the
Murray area will be at
the Henry County
Fairgrounds. near
Paris. Tenn., off.
Highway 79 on
Saturday. -The Bonne Bell running clinic will conduct
its.weekly meeting at 6
PA.'
Wedhesday af
Murray State's Ordway'
Hall. Susan Woods will
talk about running
physiology and stretching, and then the
group will go-for a three •
mile run\ walk.
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Modern tecimplogy revitalizes Hernandez batting average
B3 HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Credit the magic of
modern electronics for
the batting renaissance
of Keith Hernandez.
He is a professional
hitter, a guy who can
deliver line drives i at
midnight with the lights
out. That explains why
the New York Mets
were . so grateful when
St. Louis gift-wrapped
him for delivery to Shea

Stadium two summers
ago.
The price was a couple of pitchers - minor
leaguer Rick Ownbey,
best known for skills
with a Frisbee, and Neil
Allen,. who is no longer
employed by the
Cardinals.
Cheap.
•
Hernandez batted .311
last-- year, pushing his
career average to .300.
Manager Dave Johnson

has him hitting No. 3
this year, where he was
to be the trigger of the
Mets' modern version of
Murderers' Row,followed in the batting order
by Gary Carter,.Darryl
Strawberry and George
Foster.
Let the scoring begin.
There was, however,
a problem. Hernandez
fell into a slump, and not
just any, old gardenvariety dry spell. This
,-

was a major-league who hit .344 for
the Cardrought, paralleling the dinals and
shareg the
proportions of the one Most Valuable
Player
facing the city in which award in 1979.
he plays. "I felt lost in
After a while, with the
the woods." he said help of the center
field
sadly.
camera's picture of his
He was all but invisi- son at bat, John
Herble, struggling through nandez saw
the
a three-week stretch problem.
when he managed just
"When I was in my
eight hits in 61 at-bats, a stance, he said
he
distinctly an - coultin't see the
'4.14--on
Hernandez-like .131 my uniform,"
Keith
pate. Over two months, Hernandez said.
from May 1, when he
was hitting .319, to July
Hernandez has
1, when he was at .251, always worn
a double
he lost 68 points on his digit uniform
number average.
37 with the Cardinals, 17
Out in San Francisco, for The Mets.
Batting
Hernandez's father, from the left side,
the
John, a retired city "7" was easily
visible
fireman, got on the via the center
field lens.
case. He was the ap- Now, suddenl
y, the "1"
propriate man for the had disappe
ared from
job.
view, just about the
"He taught me the same time
Hernandez's
game when I was a bat did its vanishi
ng act.
kid," Keith said. "He
John Hernandez picktaught me how to hit."
ed up the phone and
The satellite dish out- talked to his
son in
side the Hernandez Atlanta, where
the Mets
homestead was position- were beginni
ng a road
ed to pull in all the Mets' trip on the
Fourth of
games. John Hernandez July.
hunkered down in front
The long distance
of his television set and diagnosis was
simple.
began studying his son's ''I Wasn't close
d
swing.
enough," Keith HerThen he would switch nandez said. "I
was too
on the family's video open. That's
why he
casette recorder and couldn't see
the "1." My
plug in tapes of the vin- hands had slipped lower
tage Hernandez, the one on the bat, too."

Bookkeeping method
lowers owners losses

LOOKING
- Former St.Louis Cardinal Keith Hernandez has turned
his batting average around after slumping with the New York
Mets earlier
this season. Hernandez, No.37 with the ('ards, now wears
No.I7 with the
Met..
.AP File Photo

NEW YORK (AP) With a strike deadline
two weeks away, it may
not be enough that the
two sides in baseball's
labor talks are coming
closer on the issue of
projected management
losses, the union says.
"We're closer
together on the
figures," said Don Fehr,
acting executive director of the union, "but I
don't want to dwell on
those., We may never
agree on. the numbers,
but we still have to find
some agreement on a
contract."
Facing an Aug. 6
deadline imposed by the
union, management on
Monday lowered -

from $155 million to $86
million - its original
estimates of how much
money baseball stands
to lose by 1988. Projected losses for the
years preceding 1988
also were lowered.
Lee MacPhail, president of the owners'
Player Relations Committee, said the 45 percent decrease resulted
in revised bookkeeping
methods. He said the
primary source of the
reduction was a decision
not to declare'player
depreciation as an
operating loss when a
team is sold.
"I think this was a
step in the right direction," MacPhail said

All says anti-boxers motivated by bigotry
BOISE, Idaho ( AP ) The mounting effort to
ban boxing because_ of
its brutality may be
motivated more by
racial bigotry than by
concern for the safety of
the fighters, according
to three-time world
heavyweight champion
Muhammad Ali.
"Unconsciously, I
think it's a move
because blacks
dominate it," -Ali said
Monday. "All the champions and all the contenders are black."
"The people With the
money are these people," All said, pointing
to the almost exclusively white crowd attending his news conference at a local hotel.
"They've got the money
to buy the tickets.
They've got the TVs.
They've got the complexion to buy the

protection:'
All, in Boise to help
promote a fight card
featuring Emmett's
Joey Keene against Salt
Lake City's J.J. Cottrell, suggested that the
predominately white

American society may,
in fact, begrudge black
boxers the vast sums of
money they can make in
the ring.
"They sign contracts
for five million dollars.
Five million dollars is a
lot of money," the
former champion said.
"Two ghetto boys, who
c_an't read and write, get
into the ring - and five
million dollars."
"All of a sudden the
whites love us so much
they want to protect
us." he said, but quickly
added that there seems
to be no similar level of
concern about violence
in the streets of poor
neighbors that are
generally populated by
blacks.
"We don't want to
stop" boxing. All said of
the black fighters
dominating the sport
"The people who don't
like what's happening
want to stop it."
He pointed to controversial boxing promoter Don King and the
success King has had in
promoting more than
130 title fights as one of

the key reasons for the
push to ban boxing.
"King is worth, after
taxes, $50 million cash,"
All said simply.
"What we need is
more white champions

and more white contenders who can make a
good show," he said.
recalling the popularity
of boxing when white
fighters controlled the
game. "People love to
see their own kind on
top."
Announcing that his
16-year-old granddaughter in Louisville.
Ky., just had a baby to
give him his first greatgrandchild, Ali spent
much of the time sparring with reporters and
fans, recalling his
career and commenting
on developments in the
game.
"The toughest fight in

my life - my fisst
wife," was an example
of many of his answers.
He gives Michael
Spinks a chance of
beating Larry Holmes
in that upcoming
heavyweight title fight
but only if Spinks is in
good condition and
keeps moving. Ali said
Holmes' age may catch
up with him "like it
caught me."
Although reportedly
suffering from Parkinson's disease, Ali said
he felt good, and when
asked if he could still do
the Ali Shuffle, he shot
back. "Show me $2
million."

Hernandez listened
and that night he had
plenty of time to work
on the theory. The Mets
and Braves played 19 innings stretching into the
next morning. His
stance adjusted. Hernandez hit for the cycle
- single. douhle, triple,
home run, the first time
he's done that in his
10-year major-league
career.
Since then'his bat has
been blazing, thanks to
his ex-fireman father.
He had three more hits

Sunday, giving him
30-for-75, a .400 pace
that has pushed him to
.286 - a three-week,
35-point recovery.
How had it happened?
How had the professional hitter slipped into
that teirible slide in the
first place?
Hernandez looked up
from The New York
Times crossword puzzle
where he was wrestling
with the names of the
Four Horsemen. He
shrugged.
"Who knows? It's

amazing how you get into bad habits and don't
even realize it. It's a
gradual process and you
lust slip further and further and feel more and
more comfgrtable.
"When I got back to
the closed stance, it felt
uncomfortable for the
first week. The wrong
way had felt normal.
When I closed up, it felt
awkward."
No more. Now he's
hitting again - and
that's the most normal
feeling of all for him.
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Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
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Major League Baseball standings
Maior League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
WI
Pct
GB
Toronto
56 37
462
New York
52 as
576
2r,
I retroit
49 41
544
Si,
Bollton
41. 44
522
7.,
Baltimore
46 44
511
Milwaukee
01 49
449 14
Cleveland
29 62
319 26
West Division
California
54 31'
587 Oakland
46 44
522
6
Chicago
46 43
517
Kansas City
47 44
516
Seattle
44 irt
471' ti
Minnesota
42 is
467 11
Texas
36 57
387 181
,
•
Monday's Games
Toronto 3. Seattle 1
Boston 6, Oakland 4
Kansas City 5, New York 4
'Minnesota 5. Baltimore 4
Chicago 9. Detroit 4
Texas 2. Cleveland 1
Milwaukee 16. California 3
Tuesday's Games
Seattle !Moore 8-5 , -at Toronto Alexander 8-6. .n
Oakland 'Langford 0-2. at Boston 4Hurst 6 7 , ,n,
Detroit (Tanana 4:9, at Chicago Burns 19-6. .n
California INIceaskill 5-61 at Milwaukee (Darwin
i-10.. no
Cleveland (Heaton 5-11. at Texas...lough S-10
p
New York
Whitson 5-6. at Kansas Cit"5
Saberhagen 10-5,, in.
. .
Baltimore McGregor s 7, at Minnesota But, her
6-41. in,
Wednesday s Games
California at Milwaukee
Seattle at Toronto. . n
Oakland at Eloston. .n
Detroit at Chicago. in ,
Cleveland at Texas ,
New- York at Kansas City. In.
Baltimore at Minnesota. In,
NATIONAL LEAGUE '
East Division
Pct. • GO
St Louis
54 36
600 New York
53 as
SS2
Montreal
52 41
559
3.,
Chicago
4'- 43
527 64.,
411 51
440 D.,
1 'tttshureh
31 59
344 23

West Division
51 39
54'52 41
5310
47 43
522
4
14 49, 473
41 541
451 10.,
35 51'
376 17.,
Monday's Games
St Louis 1 San Francisco 3
Atlanta 7 Montreal 1
Cincinnati 5. New York 1
Chicago 5. San Diego 3
Philadelphia 7, Houston 6
Pittsburgh 6, Los Angeles 3
Tuesdays Games
St Louis Cox 11-Si at San Francisco K
Atlanta Smith 6-5, at Montreal ,Hesketh 6 .1
Cincirmatl Browning 7-7 at New York .Liarltrig
10-2,. In,
Houston I Knepper 8-7. at Philadelphia :Koosman
4-21. ,n,
Chicago (Sutcliffe 7-7i at San Diego (Hawkins
12.2
n
Pittsburgh 4Reuschel 8-2 at Los Angeles Hershiser
9-31 in,
Los Angele,
San Ince°
Cincinnati
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

Wednesdays Games
Cincinnati at New York
St LOUIE at San Francisco
Atlanta at Montreal. in'
'Houston at Philadelphia. n
Chicago at San Diego. in 1.
Pittsburgh at-Los Angeles n

Minor League
American Association
EASTERN DIVISION
W
BUifili 0 4Chisox,
49 49
Nashville . Tigers
49
51
Louisville iCards,
47
52
Indianapolis 1Exps
45
54
.
WESTERN DIVISION
Okla City tRangrs
60
31.
Denver. Reds
SS
44
-Omaha 4Royals,
50 49
Iowa ,Cubs
44'
59
Monday's Games
Omaha 9 Buffalo 5
Iowa 5 Indianapolis 4
Denver 5 Louisville 4
Nashville 5, Oklahoma City 3

South 12th Street

treat. 34. Redus. Cincinnati. 33
PITCHING .8 decisions
Ftanco. Cincinnati. 8-1. 889. 1 70,
Hawkins. San Diego. 12-2. 857
3 16. Darling. New York. 10-2. 833.
262, Gooden. New York. 14-3. 824,
167, Andujar, St Louis. 16-4. 800,
2 40
Reuschel. Pittsburgh.
9:.
4 800, 2 35
STRIKEOUTS-,- Gooden. New
York. 157. Soto. Cincinnati 133.
Ryan. Houston. 132. Valenzuela.
Los Angeles, 128. J.DeLeon. Pitt.
sburgh. 116
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal,
23
Le Smith
Chicago. 22
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING .220 at bats, R Henderson. New York, 356.
Brett. Kansas City. .355: Boggs
Boston. 344. Lacy. Baltimore.
324. Cooper. Milwaukee. 315
.RUNS - R Henderson, New
York. 79: FtIpliett Baltimore . 70.
Molitor Milwaukee. 65. Whitaker.
Detroit. 65. Wilson. Kansas City.
62
• .
_
RBI - Mattingly. New, York. 74..
E Murray. Baltimore. 65; K Gib
son. Detroit. 65. Brett. Kansas Cm
ty. 63. Baylor. New York. 62.
Ripken. Baltimore. 62

.• __

r

caused a blood clot, she
said.
Mohammed knocked
out Schwenke with 17
seconds left in their
fight.
The 17 5 -pound
Mohammed had won
every round before he
finally floored the completely exhausted
ScIlwenke, who also
Weighed 175 polmds.
Mohammed, of Lot
Angeles, upped his
record to 32-1-2 with. 16
knockouts.
Schwenke, of Salt
Lake City, fell to 18-8
with 14 knockouts.

emnimw

753-8971

Scut h

HARDWARE STORES

REGULAR
RETAIL
$299.99

VHS VIDEO CASSETTE
PLAYER
MODEL 5/CP0020s.

• sr. Er. Er Playback

NOW
ONLY
$219.99
urray 'ome

• Special Effects Video Scan Frarr
Still
• Audio Video Outputs for duplicanng
home movies (requires Znci'VCR1
• Handle for maximum portability'

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

612
560
5
505 101
,
404 201,

RUNS - Fisk Chicago.
26, Presley. Seattle. 22. Kingman.
Oakland -21: Brunansky. Min
nesota. 19. K Gibson, Detroit. 19
STOLEN BASES - R Henderson. New' York. 43. Pettis. California, 30: Butler. Cleveland. 29
Wilson. Kansas City. 28. Collins.
Oakland. 25
PITCHING 18 decisiOns. Guidry. New York. 13-3. 813. 261
Birtaas. Oakland. 6-2 750. 3 26.
Romanick. California. 11-4. 733
301. Cowley, New York, 8-3 727
374. J.Howell. Oakland_ 6-3. 727
97
STRIKEOUTS - Morris.
Detroit. 116. Blyleven Cleveland.
115. F Bannister. Chicago. 107.
Will; -California. 103: 110Yd•
Boston, 101
SAVES - D Moore, California
19. Hernandez. Detroit. It.
J Howell, Oakland, 19
Qiusanberry_ Kansas -Qty. -19

AR/

MichelsonF

1
25,
44

HITS - Boggs. Boston, 124,
Wilson. Kansas City. 118.
P Bradley, Seattle. 113. Butler
Cleveland III. Mattingly. New
York. 110
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
York
H .30

Boxer in coma after bout
. INGLEWOOD, Calif.
( AP I - Boxer Chris
Schwenke was in
critical condition early
today -after losing a
10-round bout to Prirtre
Mohammed, the World
Boxing Council's No.'2
light heavyweight, Monday night at The Forum.
Schwenke, 28, fell into
a coma,20 minutes after
.The rigiit and uritlervent
brain surgery It Daniel
. Freeman Memorial
Hospital, said
spokeswoman Christie
Plank. Blood vessels
broken by a blow on -the
sight Side of his face

GB
SOO
490
.475
455

Major League Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGI'E
BATTING .220 at bats, McGee. St LOWS. 337: Herr.
St Louis. .328. Guerrero. Los
Angeles. 313, Moreland, Chicago
.299. Parker. Cincinnati. 299
RUNS - Murphy. 'Atlanta. 71.
Coleman, St Louis. 66. Raines.
Montreal. 64. Sandberg Chicago,
60.._..McGee.'
St Louis as. Samuel.
Philadelphia. 58
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 73.
Herr, St Louis. 72. J Clark,
St Louis, 65.. Parker. Cincinnati.
65. G Wilson Philadelphia, 64
HITS - Herr. St Louis 1ln.
McGee. St Louis. 110, Gwynn. San
Diego. 107. Parker. Cincinnati.
106. Samuel. Philadelphia. 103
DOUBLES - Wallachi Mon•
treat. 24. Herr. Si Louis 23.
Madlock, Pittsburgh. 22. Parker.
Cincinnati. 22.. Hernandez, New
York. 21. .1 Clark. St Louis. 21.
Templeton. San Diego, 21
HOME RUNS
Murphy Atlanta- 24. Guerrero. Los Angeles. 21.
J Clark. St Louis. IS. Parker. Cin•
comsat'. 17: Horner. Atlanta. 16
STOLEN BASES - Coleman.
St Louis. 66; McGee. St Louis. 37.
Lopes. Chicago. 35 Raines, Mon-

'salt
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Hearings on time zone change conducted
EVANSVILLE, Ind. change time zones to
AP) — Opponents over- ease commerce.
whelmingly dominated
The Indiana General
the first hearings on a Assembly requested the
proposal to change the hearings after area
time zone of five lawmakers complained
southwest Indiana coun- that the time difference
ties and surrounding. put the five southwest
areas of Illinois and counties on Central out
'Kentucky.
•
of step with Indianapolis
_Qnly five of 35 people and the 81 other Indiana
who spoke Monday ...counties on Eastern.
night at a hearing in
"We're in Indiana,
Evansville supported and the rest of the state
the switch from Central is on Eastern time,"
time to Eastern, and the said Bob Stevens of
15 people who spoke at Evansville. "I want to
an earlier hearing in be on Eastern time,
Henderson, Ky., were too."
unanimously opposed.
Most speakers re'I think it's clear jected that argument.
what the public opinion
on this issue is," said
Tom Quinlan of
Evansville, one of many
speakers to draw applause from the
PIKEVILLE. Ky.
Evansville audience of (AP) — Charles
"Fuzabout 170 people.
zy" Keesee is running
Hearings are being for Pike
County sheriff
conducted in 10 area
again, but an alleged
cities this week by the 6300,000
deficit remains
Department of unsettled
from' his
Transportation, which pre
vi.ous
(has-- the authority to administra
tions.
State Auditor Mary,
• Ann Tobin has recommended that the county
fiscal court recover the
STUMP
REMOVAL
K&K
money or direct the
We can remove SlumPS “p
county attorney to file
to 20 below the ground
suit.
435 4343 or 435 4319
VVe Now Haul Pit Grovel
Despite a May report
from Tobin's office

"The fact is, we're
still three and ar half
hours away (from Indianapolis no matter
what the time zone is...
said Terry Grimm, a
spokesman for
Evansville Mayor
Michael Va.ndeveer...
Grimm and others
noted that the incorA)nience of living along
the time birder is now
borne by relatively few
residents of largely
rural counties, and that
moving it to the state
ile would burden
th usands more people.
It was the personal
consequences of both

Former local teacher dies

the current setup and open an, hour earlier in
-the proposed change' the morning, she followthat most interested ed up with questions
Joanne Petrie. the about what time his
federal hearing officer family now gets up and
sent to gather public goes to bed.
comment.,
. Most /1)pponents cited
"Be as personal as worries about children
possible," Ms. Petrie having to set out for
told the hearing au- school in predawn
diences. "It's useful to darkness, while those in
hear about how the favor said they would
change would affect welcome an extra hour
people's kids and the of daylight in the
real facts of life."
evening.
When Mark Schnabel,
The most frequently
a Henderson resident heard objection to the
who works in change was that it
Evansville, worried that would push television
he might not be able to programming an hour
find a day care center later at night.

Caroline E. Wingo, 80, and
Ohio.
who served on the Home
She was a member of
Economics Faculty at
Calvary Baptist Church,
Murray State UniversiClearwater'. Fla.
ty from 1939 to 1953, died
Survivors include a
Saturday, July 13, at a brother-i
.
- n-law.. Dr.
hospital at Tarpon Spr-' Richard
Services for Mrs. AnM. Reser,
trigs, Fla.
Morehead; two nie Calhoun Sanders are
She had resided in. nephews
, William today at 1 p.m. in the
Dunedin, Fla., since Reser,
Cambridge, chapel of Max Churchill
1975 when she retired
Mass., and Richard Funeral Home. The
from the faculty of
Bev. VW Silepherd. is
7.71•44ARktny. rwlx:_
Universiq of Migirtiri
Funeral services were 'officiating with music,
at Columbia where she
held Tuesday,'July 16, in by J.C. and Edith
had been designated as
Dunedin. Graveside Warren.
Professor Emeritus.
Pallbearers are Larry
memorial services were
Miss Wingo had also Sunday,
July 21, at East Sanders, Jr., Jack
taught at Georgia Side Cemetery,
Martin, Sanders, Keith Sullivan,
Southern College where
Pat Sanders, Paul
Tenn.
she was head of the
Webb, Mason Conger
Home Economics
and Eddie Boggess.
Department. • While
Burial will follow in
there she also served as
Point Pleasant
president of Georgia
Cemetery in Henry
Home Economics
County, Tenn.
Association.
Mrs. Sanders, 71, Rt,
recommending action. report said Keesee's 1977-79 period.
Final rites for Noel L.
A native of Martin,
the county has yet to "unpaid obligations" inKeesee said he would
Melugin were Monday 1, Sedalia, was pronounced dead on arrival
determine in court volved such items as ex- welcome a court ruling. Tenn., Miss Wingo also at 4:30 p.m. in chapel
of
whether Keesee is liable cess fees collected in He said the state and taught in high schools in J.H. Churchill Funeral at Marshall County
for the deficit.
1979-81, county taxes county issued him a Tennessee, Mississippi, Home, Dr. Greg Ear- . Hospital, Benton, on
And Tobin said "if he collected in 1977-79, and "quietus" for each of' Louisiana, Arkansas wood an,d Dr. H.C. Sunday at 8:30 p.m.
She is survived by one
hasn't paid. they should taxes for the county the years in question,
Chiles officiated. Dr.
collect (the deficit) or health department, ex- saying essentially that
Bobby Malone was daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Robinson, Paris, Tenn.;
not allow him to collect tension service, library his accounts had been
soloist.
taxes again."
and schools in the settled.
Active pallbearers four sons, Max Sanders
• Keesee, 57. who is4the
were Tommy Lavender, and Jerry Sanders,
Democratic nominee for
Roger Melugin, Dale Puryear, Tenn., Jack
sheriff, says he owes no
Melugin, G.T. Lilly, Bob Sanders, Warren,
WASHINGTON (AP) passes Congress,
The funeral for Conn
money. and has no
Melugin,
Will Whitnell, Mich., and Larry
Kehtqcky laWmakers "stability and the hope Spencer was held MonSanders,
1, Sedalia;
assets to pay the deficit
pposed federal of long-term growth can day at 3 p.m. in the Tommy Hoke and Jed- one sister, Mrs. Bertha
if he were found liable say a
die
Cathey.
tobacco bill is the only be restored to our tobac- chapel of Blalock for it.
•
Honorary pallbearers Overcast, Rt, 6, MurA 1983 state audit feasible means of keep- co market," Sen. Coleman Funeral were members of ray; one brother, Loning the price support Wendell Ford, D-Ky., Home, The Rev. Bob
nie Calhoun, Rt. 1. Farsystem and preventing told a -Senate Dotson officiated. Mrs. Fellowship Sunday mington; 14 grandSchool
Class
of First
economic disaster for Agriculture Committee Oneida White was
children; six greatBaptist Church.
farmers.
hearing on the bill organist and soloist.
grandchild
ren.
Burial
was
in Murray
If the tobacco bill Monday.
Pallbearers were R.L. City
Cemetery.
Cooper, Hewlett Cooper,
Mr. Melugin, 77-, 710
Jackie Cooper, Tommy
Olive St., died Saturday
Gaines, Randy Redden
at Murray-Calloway
and Ray Sims. Burial
County Hospital.
'was in Sinking Spring
He is survived by his
Cemetery.
NAPA, Calif. (API —
wife, Mrs. Ruby Ross
Mr. Spencer, 85, Rt. 4,
Melugin; one daughter, Robert Foxworth and
Murray, died Sunday at
Mrs
: Carolyn Jacob, Lorenzo Lamas,stars of
Murray-Calloway CounOklahoma City, Okla.; the prime-time soap
ty Hospital.
one son, Lee Ross opera "Falcon Crest,"
He is survived by his
Melugin
stepbrother, tangled with the law in
wife, Mrs. Melinda RedThomas Martin; uncle, separate incidents in
den Spencer; one son,
ONLY $
Hugh Melugin, Murray; California's Napa
Dale Spencer; one
three grandchildren; Valley, where the show
grandson,Chip Spencer.
With Garlic Bread
mm, 126, 110, 8. Disc)
one great-grandchild.
is set, police said.
Salad 59 Extra

Mrs. Sanders"
funeral rites
are here today

Melugin rites
are conducted

Pike sheriff may be liable

Spencer's
rites held
on Monday

Lawmakers promote bill

Rt.

Soap opera stars
tangle with law

IMAM

Italian Spaghetti
Special
49

At Time of Processing
(35

Inside Dining Only

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock' Market

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM

GLENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-41 75
Yost

con t ,at Om wet/ of home for this pr ore.

Industrial Average..
ir Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs 8; Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrel!
Dollar Gen, Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

+6.50
56% +/
1
2
16% unc
22/
1
4 -1
/
4
283/4 +%
351/2 unc
13/
3
4 unc
24% -3/8
13/
3
4 -1/4
No trades
43/
3
4 + 11/2
/ +%
103
.32%----+ I
691/2 unc
46% one
31% +%
28% -1/4

)

Now Its Easier Than Ever To Buy The Best!

P‘pit R D

fr,1011E

INTEREST FREE CREDIT...
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

'
11111eiltr
*.
war. S:7"
•

r

ii

Ask For Details. Note: Not available at some locations

MID-SUMMER
CLEARANCE

SALEW

Save Now On
Some Of Goodyear's
Most Popular Tires,
Sale Ends July 31!

•

SAVE ON STEEL BELTED
RADIALS
Custom Polysteel
Radial*

TIRES FOR SMALL CARS
CHECK

THESE SALE PRICES ON THREE OF
GOODYEAR S MOST POPULAR STEEL RADIALS.

—

_

siwkwall
I-',',3313
,b5SH13

95

SALE PRICE
Re trade
needed

Whitewall
Size

P185 80R13_
P175 75R14
P185 75R14
P195 75R14
P205 75R14
P225 75R14
P205 75R15
P215'75R15
P235/ 75R 15

S55.00
.$55.25
$61.35
$62.60
$66.40
S73.50
$68.85
$71.95
$78.60

fl

• Deep-groove multi-rib tread
helps reduce hydroplane lift'
-)n rain slick roads
- Double steel cord belts hold
tread flat against the road,even
on turns, for effective traction.
long term wear
• Steel belts also protect the
critical tread area against tire
bruising road hazards

1995

L•••'
Awl.

101.11`t

11 1''1i14',
.li I ,.'!,OK",

S
"r Pain
wer

F

S

S

14
ft

5
51

s11995

i.4

S ' -1

S131

99 95

92
"•••

• /3(

tll leve

(),I

• ',per ial doesel 0,1 and filler
..eskiit in Etrillral
may ,

1

536 95

ITS FOSR1.1

$3995

$3495

ire, zOSR 1.1

$4395

54295

18',10S0314

$4495

Save On Arriva Radial
IBETTERtir,
• ters•-•-•c.: J.

itionintment today-,

elackoso
Sue

SA-1 PUCE
Pla INM*
seeded

IllocAorall
Sue

SALE PENCE
PIA Irate
monied

$3495

i• I:L. •• i_411 1

$4595

$3495

PINS 'II"i I
pig,. !rifitt

$5195

$4295
, If,. W."

$4695
SAlf

,•41,

•

-34
-

563

+

:1-7%

+3/8

515 /4
181

-I/4

unc

01

1639

Butter Peas

20 Lb. Box $

Baby Limas

20 Lb. Box $ 1 899

95

20 Lb. Box $2
3
99

Breaded
WIN

Okra

20 Lb. Box $ 1639

Blackeyed
20 Lb. Box $ 1699

11.1.90
S,
*

SALEWOMICE
NA
°Tr
ANNA
54
,
91 .en,.
541 5
.. i i•e, .•iiit t 4

$4595
• 1

Choice Sides of

95
SALE POLICE
NA trod*
•••••41

wrapping & Freezing

225 to 300 lb. $

12

555 95

$4095
f off

Beef

No charge for cutting.

$5395

• 29

Goon/14A Et

(502)753-0595

"We Have A Winning Team—Quality, Quantity & Price"

,-„

37 1.4
361 g

Save On Vector Radial

•

- Murray, Ky.

1

121 g

Fresh Frozen Vegetables

Peas

A... 29

•

U.S. 641'S.

+ 1•4

521,2 +

Garden Time Again
Frosty Acres

$4995

RUDOLPH GOODYE4R

"Business Is Good"

401 4

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Butter Beans

W95

It's Tune-Up Time!
.5. your car easyStarling
ion" runnmg less
•rig anr1 improved gas
-.1eage With Our precislon
••nginc. tune up Call for an

I

54/1

sets End Jrsly 3,

S 11295

531, •

Lube, Oil Change & Filter

14295

I BEST!

ONEILL• MI.
tot.,Sore

'III., I i.le
'rwte
'• •

,1414

405S14tS -

•

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

SKI PROM
es trade
1.4Sirs

$33 95

1313;* + 1 1/2
- 2113.-4. unc
361 4 '

Speckled

P155,80R 13 Whitewall
No IT-Ade needed

SAVE ON LIGHT TRUCK 1A °
Wrangler All Season
Radial LiPlf)

-

_ _
SALE MICE
Iltistnrall
UN trate
.1.104Et
re

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears..
Texaco
Time Inc
I.T.S.Tobacco_.
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

14 lb. Box Quarter Pounders 100%

Ground Bees
1
94
6
Patties
— Wholesale $1 Retail Meat —

&MOP:RAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m_ Mon.-Fri.
We Actept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-1'2 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.

t•D1swmprr...!---!-7r.os••Nrirmwrsri..-i-toim.0--imgt

......,404wwwwwwww

net
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:This Money Saving Coupon
:Page will run Each
'Tuesday in the Murray
'Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
'The Shopping
Guide.

STUDIO SPECIAL
15% discount on any Black & White
copy work or oil work.
Reeeive 1 Free 5x7 oil portrait
(with any '126° order).
10%
Discount
Open:
On Any
Mon-Fri 9-5
Frame
Sat 9-2

& Save

(Good thru August

Oferto

v./coupon)

$5.55011,di

_

te-)llffrr

50% off

300 Min. '28

iSummer Stock

semi-precious

11141
,

.irrn cd I ft..1)1
k ;trm lrk
.11,m,n

MO.
111.4.010.n
%ion;l•

beep -?inn
Nuntanning Studio

11 111 F

II

\11 I 1 1.II

COUPON

nsir,
1 2 Price
, On/

Sunn-Thurs
11-9:30
Fri & Sat
11-10:30

FREE helmet with the purchase of any Honda motorcycle or Honda ATV.

\

OVERBY HONDA

Bel-Air Center

te•ilitl%
759-9555

$285

//
ChestThe
k
'
-----

sDonut
ion.it Shack
753-6034

The Showcase
121 ByPass

753-4541

This coupon entitles you to

40% off An

Placemats, Napkins in stock it
Coupon

,A-vato,able Coupo
n
(

COLOR REPRINT SPECIAL

5 for 954

U

s

Rent a movies

a

Get

a

Central
Shoppi
ng
.
Center
a
•
s

a

i

_:,I

2Y2 Gal.
Galvanized

•
•

: , eOpen 10-9:
753-7670

Downtown Murray. 753-7743

-valuable COUpoo
This coupon entitles you to 15 0 0 off the
selling price of your next purchase of
one or more items at:

$495 with coupor,

JCPenney

Through July 29

a

'tii -,' /,..'
SALES & RENTAL_

1NeFt to 10091.1

Gas Can

Expires .
7-29-85
a

NIN„t W04),
,''

a
s

1 FREE

•

.
•

•

S
•

',locating to Main Si. formerly Fred's Bldg.. in August

9$433EICEMP
,
Eagle

w

a

Discount Pharmacy
506 N. 12th, 753-2380

COUPON

" 8 USUSISUSI III II USUSSUS US e 8 • S
ris
•

.

Good thru Sept. 1. 1985. Must have coupon
present.

FAYE'S MONOGRAM
& PRINTED APPAREL

Coupon Good July 23 29
FROM NEGATIVE ONLY
g,Ct 126 314 D sc

e,

•

REE transter of your choice

with purchase of any T-Shirt.

194 each additional print

Offer good July 26 27 & 28. 1985

Bel A. Cent

753 6556

Only one coupon per wsit please Not
good with other discounts or Senior
Citozens cards Tex paymble by bearer
E spores August 15. 1985

753-4092

SiZZ/iff irl

10 FREE Shrimp

Open

TWO FREE SALAD BARS

Cheeseburger, French Fries,
Baked Beans & Med. Drink

Good thru Aug 31st

With purchase of 8 oz. Sirloin Steak at
regular price of $5.69. Soup & Salad Bar
and Potato included.

with purchase of Two Steak Dinners
(Except Hamburgers & Children's
Menu)

,\.\ /
---,-,
----..---.7.-/---,
\
\
SPECIAL

elkw talk* eabe %Atli idle* ballad taco ale

_
Coup.,
SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

$20.00 or more.
or

•

.:..xx.4—
,
1‘
1 4.)11K...C.3$84F
,
IPT21.71

Pizza
$ 1 off any medium Pizza

cvaulable Coopo ,
\
SAVE $4.00 on the purchase of

COUPON

\---•

$2 off any large

Mon-Sat
11 am 11 pm
un Noon-10 pm

753-8593

753-0082

k

(Offer Good Mon-Thurs, All Day Long
Offer does not require coupon)
))
Open:

Coupon Expires July 30

ME
MORIES
J3el-Air Center
COUPON 753-1
95554

Shopprng Canter

,•.

Chopped Sirloin
with Salad Bar
$329

all Balloon Bouquets
On orders $4 or more

Dixieland Center

(Good Thru Sat. July 27th)
Summer Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat. 9-5

isirth•tont...
woml JUR 25- U1.1,0 SNS;

SHOP AND SAVE
FACTORY OUTLET CLOTHING

Hwy 641 S
(4 mi S of Murrayl
IThe old Nesbitt 131clgl

.12 ails /
1

-,---vatu4sose ‘Olipon

NGLJ{ SOLE

off any item in the store

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N 4th,

e
a

Murray, 753-4110

re elleelleeeeeeeeelleeeelleeee •

1"

21 piece Shrimp Dinner
Choice of potato, cole slaw
and hush puppies.
$300

10% Off
Storewide
Coupon Good Wed.. Thurs . Fri :&
Sat Only

Save Up To
Expires

50%

Aug. 5th. 1985

25
% Off
With coupon

With Coupon

Granny's Porch
16th St.

•

ova'

P"

Valuable Coupoij
All Ace
Hardware Paint

Thru Aug. 10, 1985.,

Murray Supply Co.

759-4448

208 E. Main

COUPON

753-3361
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Poison label
contract for
consmners
A Murray State
University agronomy
professor points to the
recent case.of poisoned
watermelons from
alleged use of the insecticide, aldicarb, as an illustration Of what can
happen when a pesticide
label is ignored.
Dr. Durwood W. Beatty identified aldicarb as
a highly toxic,
restricted-use pesticide
which carries the words
danger-poison and the
skull and crossbones
symbol on its label.
He said it is generally
• applied to the soil as
granules for the control
of nematodes and insects in ornamentals,
cotton, citrus and soybeans. However, he
pointed out that
aldicarb is not labeled
for use on watermelons
nor for use on many
other fruit and
vegetable crops.
''Because it is water
soluble. aldicarb is easily transported within
plant tissues," Beatty
explained.
-Watermelon is a likely
candidate for excessive
uptake of this pesticide
because of its extensive
root system and its
watery nature."
Beatty said proper
use of pesticides as instructed on the label
benefits the farmer by
lowering production
costs and benefits the
consumer by enabling
growers to provide lowcost, high -quality
produce. •
Howev.ee.--he cautioned that the pesticide
label should be considered as a contract
between the manufacturer and the user and
that misuse is a breach
of contract that can impair health, run the risk
of legal action and limit
the use of some very
helpful pesticides.
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Dean

) By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom's Training Didn't Take;
Daughter's Thanks Are Late
DEAR ABBY: What does the
mother of an adult(22-year-old)child
do when aforementioned adult child
is so remiss about acknowledging
important gifts that it becomes
embarrassing?
I refer specifically to my daughter
who was married last November,
and has yet to send thank-yous for
her wedding gifts. Her excuse:"I've
been busy.") _
Abby, she was not raised that
way; ever since she was a child, I
have stressed the importance of
sending thank-you notes promptly.
Evidently it never got through to
her. his very embarrassing when
friends and relatives ask me if
"Ellen" ever received their gift. Any suggestions?
EMBARRASSED MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: First, bear
in mind you are not responsible
for what your daughter doesor does not do.
Some years ago I received a
letter from a mother who had
the same problem. She enclosed
a copy of the letter she had sent
to friends and relatives.
Her solution not only got the
job done,it made her feel better.
The letter:
"Dear( ): I think six months is
long enough for anyone to wait
for a thank-you note, so I am
taking it upon Myself to thank
you for the beautiful wedding
gift you sent to our daughter.
"Please accept my apologies
for her,inexcusable negligence.
'I assure you, she wasn't raised
that way."
MARY SMITH
(NOT MY REAL NAME)-

DEAR ABBY:Guess what? I have
the same problem about a million
other people have: in-law trouble.
Mike and I have been married for
15 years and have three beautiful
daughters, 13, 12 and 9. When our
girls were little, my in-laws had very
little time for them, but six years
ago, my husband's sister got married

and had two boys, and let me tell
you, these boys are No. 1 and No. 2!
The grandparents take the boys
shopping, picnicking and on little
trips. The boys get to ride on the
tractor with "Pop Pop"-you name
it, they do it-while my daughters
sit in the window, watching and
cryiag. .
Abby,my in-laws read yourcolumn
religiously. I hope they see this
because in it is a message for them:
"Grandma and Grandpa: My kids
need you. It's not too late."
HURT IN MARYLAND
DEAR HURT: And what if
they don't see it? Your message
is -too important to leave to
chance.
If you haven't the courage to
tell them write a letter saying:
"Our girls feel hurt and left out
because you so obviously favor
your grandsons. I am hurt because my kids are hurting. Won't
you please try to make up for
lost time?"
•*•

.DEAR ABBY: I have a sister-inlaw who likes everything just so,but
she dislikes putting her thoughts
into spoken words, Example: When
you go to her house, the first thing
you see in her entrance hall is a sign
that says: "You have just entered a
no-smoking zone."
In the bathroom, there's a sign
above the john that says: "Please
keep lid down. Thank you."
She has little signs ,on her light
switches that say:"Have you turned
off the lights?"
And just in case someone missed
the no-smoking-zone sign, she has
little signs all over the place that
say: "Thank you for not smoking."
What is your opinion of all this
sign language?
JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: It gets the message across. It's not very subtle,
but drdoubtedly effective.

CLASSIFIEDS
1.L egal
COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received
the
by
Department
of
Highways in the
Auditorium located on
- -the 1st Floor of the
State Office Building.
Frankfort. Kentucky.
until 10:00 A.M.,
Daylight
Eastern
Time on the 9 day of
August 1985, at which
time .bids will be
'publicly opened and,
read for the improvement of:
Calloway County, F
641-1 (22 FSP n18 0641 007-010: Twelth
Street in Murray from
Sycamore Street to
Utterback Road; a
distance of 2.540
miles. Grade, Drain.
Bituminous Surface
and Signals.
Various Counties.
BRNBIX 00S (13),
FSP 121 SW 85, Contract B: Various
Roads in District 1.
Posting of Off System
County Bridges.
The Department of
Highways hereby
notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively insure that
in
any
contract
entered into pursuant
to this advertisement,
Disadvantaged
Business
Enterpriese[Women 's
Business Enterprises
will be afforded full
opportunity to submit
bids in response to
this invitation, and
will
not
be
discriminated against
on the ground of race,
col-dr, or national
origin in consideration
for an award.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be
available until 9:00
EASTERN
A.M.,

1 .lega

I

2_

Notice

DAYLIGHT TIME,
Cindi Lin
FRIDAY,AUGUST 9.
1985, at the Division of
Ceramics
Classes Tue -Thurs
Contract Procure2:00 p.m til 10 p m
ment. Bid proposals
1 mile from Murray
for all projects will be
Hwy. 94 East
available at a cost of
Phone 7§3-0079
$8 each and remittance payable to Ira.
State Treasurer of
NO CREDIT
Kentucky must acCHECK!
company request for
"LIMITS() OFFER- MC+111SA
proposals
( NONsway.• MasitrrCard or Visa
--R E-F U N fr-A B-L E
.
`
n - 1 - --- cri
dilafloi
irdtli" °I """"
BID PROPOSALS.---'„antal
. status leiY
0""idlit
:
ARE ISSUED ONLY
in.
No Savings
Required.)
TO PREQUALIFIED
GUARANTEED!
C
CONTRACTORS.
proposalsC
all
For application
Specimen
''
.
CREDIT
for all projects will be
1.8006376680
available to all ill(toll heel
terested parties at a
cost of $8 each ( NON.
Jim Suiter &
REF UN DAB LE ).•
Specimen proposals
Jerry Henry will
cannot be used for
be
in
our
bidding.
2 .Notice
NEE

A LOGO?

A now design for your busines
crd, $tore. stationary. etc In
drvidualized drawings done at
reasonable rats

Olds-Pont Cad -Buick

Call 759-956
after 4 p.m.

GLASS repair and replacement work. Auto
glass, plate glass, window glass, patio door
glass...insulated .glass,
storm windows. Screens
repaired, store fronts.
entrancedoors, glass
table tops. Mirrors cut
to size and shape. M&G.
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center, Ph.
753-0180; 753-2798.
KM Bar Inn membership. cottage plan. No
down payment, take
over payment. Call
489-2117.

;0
1121
1 11A10k

as.

showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

If you need a gift
or
something
special for your
home pay a visit to

AppleBee
FARE

LORDY
LORDY
LORDY
Can You
Believe
This Girl
Is 40?

Folk art, silk flower
arr•ngsments,
wreathes, country
styli fumhurs and
accussorlos.
Special orders
All at reasonable
prim*. Fre* hospital
delivery & layaway.
VISA & Master Card.
1 mils from Murray
on Hwy. 94E.
753-0079

WALKING THR0U61-I ThE
uJOOPS NEAR NE GOLF
COURSE LOOKING FOR
LOST FALLS TO SELL...

6`x12' VINYL floor
covering- $19.95. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris: 901642-2552.
CHARLIE Brown Play
School open 181 hours
daily. 5: 30a.m. to
12:30a.m., midnight
shift possible. New born
to teenagers. 6 Qualified
staff members. Unique
fun fill*cl school program. Call after lla.m.
daily for information

ROOFING
41.0, call
David
,i4 Cothey

KNEW A DOG WHO WAS 50
UGLY, i-iE HAP TO...

For
4
/4
Free
Estimate.

-AO
7-1,2

"Wait a minute! Wait a minute! Stop the musicL
Something's wrong here!'

435-4354
After 6 P.M.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

POR.TH le 15
MY BIND)/

BEETLE

READY FOR A
LITTLE HARP
WORK?

THAT'S THE
AN5WER I
ALWAYS
GET

/, WE/
VE BEEN
-ri-4f2OLIG4 THIS BEPORE

1 Haggard novel
4 Selenium
symbol
6 Entertain
11 Protective
organization
13 Surgical stitch
15 Exists
16 Compass point
18 Arabian
chieftain
19 Recent
21 Unit of Italian
currency
22 A continent:
abbr.
23 Buys back
26 Policeman:
slang
29 Periods of time
31 Abound
33 Hebrew letter
34 Negative prefix
35 Turf

38 River In
Scotland
39 Article
40 Postscript:
abbr.
41 Redact
43 Seasoning
45 Seed
47 Simplest
50 That man
52 Spar
53 Schad. abbr.
56 City in Russia
58 Vessel's lowest
'deck
60 Equally
61 Cause
63 Empower
65 Remain erect
66 Steamship:
abbr.
67 Guido's high
note
DOWN
1 Twirl

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SP E' LA
TYROS
HEEDED
ROAUD
ER
ODOROUS
LE
IT
ACIET
HELP
COOS
EATS
LEO
EDI LE
PETS
RI
BIADS
DENS
AB
TINE
PACER
GEM
TALL
PAD
OHIO
RIAS
NI
RA
PALACES
T
AL LOGE
ERODED
FINED
DE
IDO

NE NE,,,

8S
Inodutn
ianw
sestern
9

b
Shrub
ASimlkiwdworm

12
0
14 Teutonic deity
17 Allowance for
waste
20 Contorted
24 Actual being
25 Bishopric
27 Semi-precious
stone
28 Shut up
29 Plunges
30 in addition
32 Army meal
36 Poem
37 Baseball field
42 Former Russian
ruler
44 Broke tread
,46 Grain
48 Small islands
.49 Short iacets
51 -Lohengrinheroine
54 High
55 On the pceen •
56 Either
57 Legal matters
59 Ma's partner
62 Running
64 Exist

MEN NM MIME
MINIM= NM=
ME MEM= MOM
MUM MOM 1111
MMINIMME MEM
NM=
MEM ME
NM WIN MEM WIM
ME WENN
MN=
MEM MEMMNIMM
MN ME= MEM
MN= MMINIM ME
WIMMEMM MEM=
MOM= ME MINI
10

TOO
MUCH
HA HA •

7 Greek let er

2 Stockings
3 Spanish article
4 Chastise
5 Weird
6 Mortified

2

Notice

Immw

Wanted To
Buy
Old Fashioned
Tree Dog

6

NEI
ph o
cler
753-1

PIM

(Coon, squirrel,
possum). Must be
Completely Broke!
Serious Call Only
Please
436-2336 After

Inc
driv
cor
A
Crei
ders

9
A-13
COSMETOLOGY -by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5. perms
$25. shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed.
FOR all your taxidermy
and leather needs see
All Seasons Taxidermy
and Leathercraft. Hwy.
79, Paris Landing. 901644-9310.

bab:
hayi
7534
rvic
of Si
for
Phot

WTt

hon
child
Me]
1996
9539.

5. Lost and Found

Wf1:1

Or (

LOST

lent
after

In
Panarama
Shores, 5 year old,
spayed, femaleBasset (black, tan
& white) wearing
vaccination
&
county
tags.
Answers to the
name
Cleo.
Reward offered
436-5341

Win

penc
Call'

WTI

elder
hous
infr
753
refer

10. E

ran-

Mess
3 bei
condi
reaso
lent
retirb
oppor
Call 1

FOUND on S 16th. 15 lb.
male, sandy white
poodle. Call 753-5640.
6. Help Wanted
EARN $2.400 per week
delivering flashing arrow signs in seven state
area 14 plans/some
eequire deposit/some
do not). Call 1-502-5633971.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Gtiaranteed payment.
No experi.enceno
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped 7nvelope: Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
E MPLOYMENT.
Looking for person- to
work part time as a
computer key punch
operator. Must have
good typing skills and
experience. Call 7539694 between 8
&
4:30p.m.
E XPERIENCED
licensed plumbers.
Project location Fulton,
Tn. Phone 901-479-2311.
FEEiERAL. State, - &
Chill Jobs now available
In your area. -Call
1-619-565-1657 for info.
24hrs.
LOCAL Mayfield Company now taking ap-'.
plications for sales representatives for
Murray area. Excellent
pay structure. No experience necessary, will
train. Transportation
required. -Must be 18
years of age. Apply in
person immediately to
313 South 7th St.,
Mayfield. Ky. between
9a.m. & 5p.m.

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADS
Will hire all qualified high
school diploma graduates

TN^r

Steel
ufac
deale
areas
poten'
ing
W E
303-75'

One
Cali 71
14:

IcrtrTE
Sales
.75 or

buy a
753-92f
WAR'
junk
amps

ceive
mittei
Jo's P,

15. A

151.èc
ceiling

wood'
old di
store).

PULL
simm(
$50. Cc

GLASS
chairs
tables,
8466 af

TRTE'l

Cade
mower
$300. C
LAND
bet tei
Reg.
$8.95
Whole!
East
Paris;

Need 17-34 year olds for
technical iobs. We provide
training with good pay.
Roomiboardimedicaldental provided. Relocation required. call Mon-Thur. 8
am -3
pm,
toll-free
1-800-238-5580.

(1)

LONG DISTANCE
TRUCKING. North
American Van Lines
n .e.e. d
$
owner/Operators. 'If
you need training we
will train you. You - will
own your own tractor. If
you don't have one
northAmerican offers a
tractor purchase program that can put- you
in a new tractor for
$2500 down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call our special
operators any time. Toll
Free 1-800-848-1000. Ask
for Dept 194.
LOOKING for someone
with electrical & plum11ing license interested
in sublabOr on an apartment job If interested
cdntact Sammy Robins
with Construction Services,, Milan, Tn.
901.886.8307.
MAYFIELD Company
now taking applications
for sales positions. Excellent pay & advancement opportunity.
Year round employment. For appointment
& interview call 247-6577
or 247-6604. No experience necessary, will
train,

(2) I

(3)

*111•=11

1
Fir
2 I
19'
tori
hor
gar
squ

ELECTRONICS TRAINEES
Good sterling salary for
17.34 year old electronics
trainees No experience
necessary Must . be high
school diploma graduate
Full pay while training with

medical. dental end room
and board. Relocation re-

quired. Call Mon.-Thur.. 8
am-3 _
toll-Free
1-800-238-5580.
SPORTSWEAR SALES
Self printed sportswear
•
wholesale in your area.
Reply' to Olympic Spot..
.1swear Inc.. - P.O. Box
457. Springfield, TN.
37172

Mo
•

759.
,4111M••••1

_

,m•••••••

•
VP

4.1.01111.11EIERTGERE........a••••••011•0/•••••••••■••••••.•

THE MICRRAV LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
Articles for Sale

6. Help Wanted

15.

NEEDED female telephone operator-mail
clerk. Call 759-9704 or
753-8914.
POOLE Truck Line,
Inc. Is hiring long haul
drivers with good records. Must be 23.
A ply in person at
Crestline Drive, Henderson. KY. EOE.

WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu- tt.
refrigerator with tex
tured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
WURLITZER Spinef
piano, excellent condition Must sell. 753-0717
after 6p.m.

22. Musical

PIANO LESSONS
Experienced
piano
teacher, new in Murray,
has openings for
students. Hermitage
Place. 753-2532

27. Mobile

Tl'ESI/AV.

3771.1'
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Homes for Sale

TRAILER for sale.
12x60, see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753 9104.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

37. Livestock -Supplies

43. Real Estate

REGISTERED Quarter WATERFRONT lot
at
horse mare, 4 yrs old. LakeWay Shores
,
professionally trained. 15,500 Call 753-9963
gentle, no bad habits
Also. Buckskin Quarter 45. Farms for Sale
horse gelding. good trail 68 ACRES
at Cherry
horse, gentle for anyone -C-Grtrer.
No buildings
to ride. Call 753.9994 or $50,000.
See Burlin
753-2278 evenings
Wood or call 753-3625.

49. Uscd Cars

5.3. Services Offered

*78 BUICK Park
Avenue. 85.000 mi , all
power, nice. asking
$3300. Cali after 6p.m
753-7275

LAWN 'mower & tiller
NERAL maintenance,
repair Call Wayne or roofing, painting etc. 20
Kim Wilson 3 miles S. yrs. experience. Free es
on 121 Phone 753 5086
timates. Call 474 2330.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and STUMP REMOVAL
commercial. Heating SERVICE. Tired of
and air condition, gas unsightly stumps and
installation and repair. mowing around them?
We can emove any
Phone 753 7203.
stump and leave a fresh
MITCHELL Paving
Sealing striping, repair seed bed with no dam
& complete asphalt age to surrounding
installation. All jobs, lawn Larry Wood 753 .
large & small
Call 0211.
SUMMER is Ilkyre
753 1537.
MOWING. Also, hauling Bring Your mowers
(riding
push), tillers,
and yard work
Re
asonable rates, good chain saws, small en
references. Call Jerry gines and welding to
Moody 's' Repair for
759 9661.
NEED work on your their tune up and over
haul Cherry Corner
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete Road, 753 5668. Free
removal and more. Call pickup &..delivery. Work
B OVER'S TREE Guaranteed_
TREES trimmed or
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care. removed_ Also, yard
work
Experienced.
753-0338.
Free estimates.. Call
436 2690.

53. Services Offered

12x60 TRAILER. See
Brandon Dill, Dills
50 Used Trucks
Trailer Ct. Must have
references.
1981 GMC PL Sierra
2 OR 3 BR. furnished.
47.xxx miles.
24, Miscellaneous
46 Homes for Sale
AC/natural gas. Shady 38. Pets•Supplies
extras, must sell. best
240 H.P. electric Oaks 753-5209.
offer or trade Day
9. Situation Wanted
3 BEDRO
motors, 3 phase. 3600 1 BR partly furnished, AKC registered Collie Lynnwo OM brick in 753-4703 night 759-1274
od Estates.
puppies,
male
&
A mother would like to
female.
RPM. 2 electrical star- adults only, no pets, in
wormed & shots, Re- Large den with 1982 DODGE D.150
babysit day or night,
ter boxes & 2 breaker country. Call 759-1029.
asonable
Call 615-232- fireplace, dining room, pickup. 6 cy.. positive
have references. Call 16. Home Furnishings
boxes. Can be seen at
kitchen combination. traction. 3-speed over7441.
753-7291.
WHIRLPOOL heavy the Auto Laundry or 30. Business Rentals
A K C regi,ste red Insulated to TVA drive transmission, exI would like to take care duty dryer with 3 temp call 753-1331.
cellent mechanical
in rear of Pomeranian puppies, 6 specification. Neat &
of sick or elderly person selections, only $4.00 2 BLACK wrought iron
clean. Call 753-9730 condition. Sharp. $4800.
for $700 per month. per week. Rudolph 'posts- $12.50. 1 white Dixieland Center on weeks old, cream. Call
Call 753-7182 after 5p.m.
after 3p.m.
Phone 1-527-3474.
rattan chair- $15, 1 Chestnut St. 32x50 ft., 4 753-5950, 753-9756,
Goodyear, 753-0595.
674 FORD window van,
BR,
2
bath
brick,
acre
overhea
FREE
doors,
d
Kittens, 6 weeks
gas
WILL babysit in my
antique oak occasional
lot, well insulated, new 6 cyc stick shift. Call
heat, toilet & office. old. Call 753-1820.
home evenings for 19. Farm Equipment
table- $45. 759-4407.
roof, built-in BBQ pit, 759-9512 or 753-0366.
Suitable
for
automotive
children 3 yrs. old &
3x8
FT.
corr.
metal.
is(
patio. 753-2499 after
older. References. 753- 1976 JOHN Deere 4400 quality, $4.50 sheet. or service work. $300 4 0 . Produce
51. Campers
5p.m.
1996 or evenings 753- combine. 1074 hours, Styrafoam cheap, pan. per month. Call
excellent
condition
3
with
BR,
CONES
753-3018.
2
L -PICK. Now
bath, 2 car 2 CAMPERS. 1971
9539.
corn head & 213 bean eling $5.50 sheet and up.
ready, peas- Horticul- garage, central air, gas Nomad 17 ft., sleeps 6,
WILL clean your house 440
Pascha
ll
Salvag
e, 31. Want to Rent
head, $14,500. John
partly self-contained
ture, Blue Lake & Ky. Neat. Camelot Subdivi
or office. Have excelDeere 3800 silage chop- Hazel, Ky. 901-498-8964.
Wonder Pole Beans. sion, 144,500. 153-9428 or '73 Sprtsman 12 ft.,
MST;
Professo
r
lent references. Call
wife
&
400
LB. capacity cube
per with 2 row corn
sleeps 4, ice box. 2
seeking to rent un- Sweet corn at maturity. 442 0288 evenings.
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
header & grass pick-up ice maker, small chest furnishe
Lima beans soon. 1 mile 4 BR, 3 bath, formal burners, gas stove. Both
d,
BR
2
home
WILL
freezer,
o house clean- header, used for
upright freezer.
apwith air conditioning, West of Benton on dining room & living good condition Call
ing, experienced, de- proximat
474-2361
ely 250 acres Ice cream machine, air $300-1400 per month. Symsonia Hwy. Phone room,,family room
with
pendable, references. of corn.
Aluminum
$4200. 615-296- conditioner, coin' Call 312-484-2859 after 527-7657,
POP-UP camper, 1975
firep
lace,
1608
Call 753-6043.
operated pool table, '74
4947 or 296-4330.
Starcraft Starrnaster 6,
6p.m.
Sycam
ore,
Call
Datsun 610 station waService Co.
WILL sit with the 1982 B115
41. Public Sales
like new. Can be seen in
WHEEL
753 6648.
gon. Phone 436-5650.
elderly or sick, some Horse Compact
Aluminum and vinyl
32. Apts for Rent
Gatesborough subdivitractor.
AUCTI
ON
.
_Farm
BY
owner,
3 BR brick
Consider trade for echousework. For more 11 hp Briggs &
siding. Custom trim
Stratton
Free Estimates
1 & 2 BR apt near machinery & related ranch home, Peggy Ann sion on Edinborough.
onomical car or truck.
information call engine. Call 753-3862.
work. References.
Call
753-5950,
753-9756
items.
Tues.
Aug.
6th
Dr.
2 baths, 2 car
753 4590. Good ALL
ISi PAINT damaged downtown Murray.
759-1983
Call Will Ed Bailey,
steel buildings- 30.
10a.m.
Hwy.
62
East,
garage, stove & dish 52. Boats-Motors
Adults only. Call 753references.
40, 50, 60ft. wide and up. flashing arrow signs. 4109.
753-0689
762-6650. or 436- Sikeston. Mo. I 3/4 washer, central heat &
ODD lob specialist
$229
complete
.
Lighted,
Must sell immediately,mile East of 1-55. Bank air, newly painted. Low 28' SYLVAN pontoon ceiling fans, electrica
10. Business Opportunity
2844.
TREE
no
arrow,
work Complete
$207.
Non
l,
factory to you. Call
lighted $153. We'll beat 1 & 2 BR furnished repossessions. farmers 40's, Call 759-1472 for boat complete with plumbing, fencing. You removal, topping, tr.!
OR sate Home and Bus- 1-800-468-2055.
furnitu
&
dealers
re
&
tandem
reducin
g appointment.
name it. I do it You mming & stumps re
anyone's prices! Fac- apartments lease &
iness. Grocery store with GEHL 400 silage
trailer, 40 hp. motor. buy, I
surplus items. This is an BY owner, 3
cutter. tory: Call 502-842-3
BR brick, 2
install. You moved. Insured
332 deposit, adults, no pets.
3 bedroom home. good self sharpeni
Call
Excelle
open
nt
ng blades, collect.
conditi
sale.
Farm trac- baths, den, living room,
on. break, I fix. Call
753 0211.
(Not Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
condition. Well insulated, 1 row header, runs
436
Firm
$6,000.
tors,
474-8084.
light
like repossessed).
industrial dining room
2868.
1 BR. apt., stove. recombinareasonably priced, excel- new. Call 489-2696
WET BASEMENT'
) We
equip., implements, and
after CLOSE
tion, double garage, FOR- sale- the cutest PAINTING= Paper make wet basements
out special! frigerator & water fur- trucks.
lent location. Owner is
Hale
Auction
little
houseboat on Ken- hanging,
nished,
Olympi
central
no
c
heat
pets.
retiring. Don't let this POLE
and air.
$135. Co. (314)471-7605.
overcoat commerical or dry. Work completely
buildings- 30'x54` $12.00 gal.;
tucky Lake. 33 foot
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
residential, Free es
opportunity escape you. complet
Olympic Call 753-3949.
guaranteed. .Call or
GIANT yard sale. BusSeagoing with large
ely -erected, stain- $10.00
timates, References. 25 write Morgan Con
gal. While 2 BR duplex. 411 N. 5th,
Call 1-382-2479.
FOR sale by owner, 2
15'x9' end slider and
iness books, clothes.
front
deck,
4
cyl.
Volvo
supply
lasts. Mid-South Murray. Also, 1 room
BR house with large lot.
years experience. struction Co Rt. 2, Box
INTERNATIONAL entrance door included.
Wholesale Building; 342 efficiency apt. 1603 shoes, beds, chests. Priced to seLL $16,000. engine, air, shower. Tremon Farris 759 1987
Steel Building man- choice of
409A, Paducah, Ky.
dressers, bedroom
radios, tape player,
colors. $5,995. East Washin
gton; College Farm Rd. Call
ufacturer awarding Other sizes
ROOFING, Plumbing, 42001 or call 1 442 7026
suites, couches, chairs, Call 753-5477.
excellent condition
available. Paris; 901-642-2552.
492-8225.
dealership in available Blitz Builder
refrigerator, ranges. LOG homes. Over 46 Under 110,000. See at Siding, Additions, WILL haul white rock,
s, Inc. CRAFTSMAN
10" table 2 BR duplex, quiet dryers,
areas soon. Great profit 1-800-428-4009
sand, lime, rip rap and
suntan oil & standard models. Free Town & Country Marina Painting, General Car
KY, 1-800- saw $150.
craftsman 3.7 neighborhood, central lotion
potential in an expand- 792-3498 IND.
pentry. P.A Molony Co masonary sand, coal,
brochure. Honest Abe or 618-524-2533.
at
$1.00
&
$1.25
cu. in, claain saw with air & heat. 1250 month.
ing .industry. Call POLE
Free dirt, gravel, fill -sand
bottle, antiques. Some- _ Log Homes, Route One, SAILBOAT. 11 ft. Snark 753 8628
buildings- 24'x40' 18" bar
for $125, and a Call 753-8096.
WEDGCOR complete
Call Roger Hudson,
thing for everyone. Box 88CK, Moss, Ten .-Mayflower", complete Estimates.
ly erected $3, Fedders
303-759-3200. Ext. 2403.
753 4545 or 753 6763
650. 12'x8' end -slider conditio 110 volt air FURNISHEis. apart- Trash & Treasure, 806 nessee 38575. 1615) 258
with trailer and ac- GENERAL mainten
ner $100. 753- ments. 1. or' 2 BED- Coldwater
SMALL Family business. and entrance
3648.
Rd. 753-4569.
cessories. Holds up, to 3 ance, roofing, painting
door in- 1966 after 5p.m.
One mile from Murray. cluded. Other
ROOM. Also, sleeping
NEWLY decorated,- 2- or 4 aduLts. Call etc 20 yrs. experience
sizes FULL size
bed,
Call 759-9654 after 6pm.
rooms.
box.
Zimme
rman
Free estimates. Cali
bedrooms, deep lot on 753-9752.
available. Blitz
474 2330.
10th between Main and
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- springs & mattress. apartments, S. 16th.
14. Want to Buy
Kern-Sun
heater,
753-6609.
9,600
53. Services Offered
Poplar: 753-6123, 759
4009 KY- 1-800.792-3498
_ Neighborhood
BTU. Brown rocker ONE bedroom ApartMURRAY Satellite IND.
1813.
* Boxing
ALL type masonry
recliner,
antique
chest
ment, furnished, adjoinPainting
Yard Sale
Sales needs service van,
OWNER must sell. work, block, brick,
*Farmi
ng
of
drawers.
1975
black
ing college. Call 753-3134.
'75 or better model. Will 20. Sports Equipment
Interior & exterior,
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Remodeled 3 bdrm. concrete, driveways,
Monte Carlo. Call after
*Barn
Posts
buy or trade. 601 S. 4th. 1st ANNUAL Kentuck
AKINC. applications
quality
work
Comhome.
Asking
$43,000 sidewalks, patios, house
til 2
y 5p.m. 753-7925.
753-9263.
for Section 8. Rent
petitive prices. Insured.
* Fence
but negotiable. 1704 foundations. 25 years
Lake Gunshow, July
Cherry Corner Rd.
WANTED: electronic 27-28 at 'the Ken Bar Inn RAILROAD ties, 1 Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Farmer Ave. 753-3006.
Over 16 years exexperie
nce.
Free
esPosts
grades.
Off 121 South
$7, $9 & $12. Call BR. Apply Hilldale
junk CB's, computers, & Resort. 2 miles South
QUALITY construction, timates. Call Charles
perience. Call Ralph
*Treat
ed
Lumber
Baby items, furApts., Har,din, Ky
amps, satellite re- of Kentucky Dam on US 753-2905 or 435-4343.
affordable price. New 3 Barnett 753-5476.
Worley 759-1050
SEASONED firewood - * qual Housing
ceivers, LNA trans- 641. McCann Shows.
*Metal Roofing
niture, small apBR,
APPLI
2
ANCE
bath
house
on
oak, hickory, mixed Opportunity.
mitters. radio's, etc
pliances, glassware,
Brookhaven Extended. SERVICE. Kenmore, SPEEDWAY Truck
*Farm Hardware
hardwoods $30/rick
Jo's Palace.
Call 753 3903 after Westinghouse. Wash, Highway 641
crafts, clothing.
delivered. Min. order 2 33. Rooms fdr Rent
BAILEY'S
Whirlpool. 23 years North. .Call to find out
4:30p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
ricks. Call John Boyer ROOMS for girls or
UNIQUE Gatesborough experience. Parts and our summer specials.
753-0338.
boys
universi
near
ty
FARM
ThEeORATIN E metal
home- extraordinary service. Bobby Hopper. We also stock- Deko
STORM doors- $49.95 Call 753-8146 or 753,9894.
ceiling and decorative
Batteries
,
starters
Bob's
Applian
and
ce'
Serhome
in a distinctive
and up. Mid -South
LUMBER
wood wall panaLs, (from
area. Four bedrooms, -3 vice,. 202 S. 5t-h St.. alternators. Business
43. Real Estate
Wholesale Building; 342 • 34. Houses for Rent
A cloud burst
old downtown Cherry's
phone
Business
753-8521.
753-4872,
home
436SUPPLY
East Washington;
HR brick, shade, off BANK of Murray & Fm baths, 2 decks, central 5848 (home).
store,. Call 753-3186.
759-1151.
traveling gun,660 Paris;
Industrial Drive
street parking, couples H..a. repossessed pro- gas heat plus wood•
901-642-2552. APPLIA
FULL size mattress,
NCE
REPAIR:
ft. with 41/2 inch
Wedding
T OR M windows. preferred, no pets. $235 perties. Other listings, Stove, large walk-in Factory
Murray. KY
Simmons Beauty Rest,
authorized for
doors, chair and twin a month. Call 753-6931.
Murray -Calloway Co. closet and dressing area Tappan. Kelvinat
Photography
Phone 759-1099
holes. 1250 ft. 6
$50. Call 489.2589.
or and
bed. price reasonable. 2 BR house in Lynn Realty. 304 N. 12th St. off master bedroom. Brown.
753-8298
Service on gas
inch
aluminum
GLASS top table & 4
Call 753-3913.
Grove. Call 435-4547 or 753-8146 or Ron Talent Phone Kopperud and electric
ranges,
chairs, glass top end
Realty,
753-1222.
CARTER
STUDIO
pipe, 413 Chrysler
753-9894.
WHIRLPOOL 753-6633.
56 Free Column
microwaves. distables, stove. Call 492
300 MAIN ST. SUITE 13
microwave oven with 3 BR, 2 bath. 2 car CHOICE 35 Acres lake 49. Used Cars
industri
al
pumpin
g
hwas
hers. re8466 after 5p.m.
FREE
Male kitten
1 North 3rd Entrance
700 watts cooking garage, central air, gas front property on main
frigerators, etc. Earl
unit set-up with
Call 753-3302
INTERNATIONAL Cub
power, only $4.50 week. heat. Camelot subdivi- body of lake. Over 600 1951 FORD 2 door Lovett, 354-6956 or
753Cadet riding lawn
propane & safety
Rudoph Goodyear. 753- sion. Rent $425 plus feet of water frontage, Deluxe, excellent re- 5341.
storable condition, $475
mower, good condition,
0595.
long
deposit.
black
Available
gauges. Also used,
top
road
Aug.
.
BYARS Brothers &
436-5806.
$300. Call 753-8776.
10th. 753-9428 or 442-0288 access (Ky. 1918
Sons. Siding, gutters,
4 & 5 inch
LANDSCAPE Fabric
Southeast of Murray 1970 GALAXY Ford, 1 roofs, replac
evenings.
ement
owner, 90.000 actual
aluminum pipe.
better than plastic:
near
Pine
Bluff.
SuitaLARGE
4
BR.
3 bath,
WHIRLPOOL
windows. 30 yrs. exCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Reg.- $10.99- on sale
3200 sq. ft.. newer ble for resort, motel or miles. runs good. $325. perience. Free esAir Conditioners
$8.95 roll. Mid -South
gi CUSTOM WOODWORKING
house, close to town. super home sites. Can be seen at 408 N. timates. (502)362-4895.
Wholesale Building; 342
5,000 B.T.U.
Priced under $2000 per 8th.
Call 753-6035.
•
DAVE'S
Window
H
CleXt1East Washington;
acre. Terms available 1975 CHEVY Caprice
•
$4.00 Per Week
20 VI ARS
ing Service. Call 436-2845
37. Livestock -Supplies
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Ken Shores Estates Classic, 2 dr., 350 motor. or
SOLID WOOD CABINETS •
I X PI RIT
753-9873.
10,000 B.T.U.
all power. good mech.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
ANGUS cattle- 12 cows 753-7531.
DENNIS McClure con
Birch • Oak • W*law* • Chairry•
$6.50 Per Week
bred, with calves. 2 kOPPERUD Realty Phone 753-4940 serious
struction,.roofing,
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
cows bred. 1 bull. offers and excellent calls only.
18,000 B.T.U.
KITCHtN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
Registered. Call 502-797- selection of quality 1976 CFMVROLET and painting, plumbing, in
CUSTOM
BUILT
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
$8.25 Per Week
8 1 1 1 , 8 : 3 0 - 4 : 0 0 homes with over 200 1976 Buick Estate wagon. tenor or exterior.
COMPETITIVE Pintas Brea ay a See Our Oloplay •
25,000 B.T.U.
properties currently of- All new tires. A-1 condi- Phone 502 382 2689. Rt.
weekdays.
•
• 1212 Main
REG. Brittany Spaniel fered for sale. For all tion. Call 436-2427 after 6 1, Sedalia
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
$10.75 Per Week
Has an Opening for an
FENCE
sales
at
Sears
pups, good hunting your Real Estate needs Pm.
••••••••••••••
•0 9••0
(With Approved
Assistant Administrator
stock, males $125. Call phone 753-1222, or visit 1977 CUTLASS Supreme now. Call -Sears 75.32310
for
free
estimate
for
Oldsmobile, V-6. air,
our office at 711 Main.
Credit)
395-7793.
(1) High school graduate, -some
power brakes & power 'your needs.
Rudol
ph
JERRY ATKINS,& ASSOC.
steering, tilt & cruise. GENERAL HOME
college preferred.
350 transmission. Real REPAIR. 15 years ex
Goody
ear
(2)Previous health care experience
rood condition. 492-8613.
perience. Carpentry,
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
721 S. 12th
1977 T-BIRD, black and concrete, plumbing,
helpful
& Circle A Fencing)
silver, ps, pb. pw. am-fm. roofing, siding. NO JOB
753-0
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
595
(3) Must enjoy working directly
Must sell. Call 753-7377.
TO SMALL Free es
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
1978 CHEVY station timates. Days 753-6973,
with residents and families.
Soffit & Trim Work,
wagon. 9 passenger. nights 474-2276.
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Call 75.1-7798.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Eerrwies
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Sears continuous gut
Send Resume to:
1978 MERCU R
scc qua s E oece
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Zephyr. extra sharp. ters installed for your
12x60
BEDRO
2
OM,
Fern Terrace Lodge
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
$2000. 1973 Jensen specificatrons. Call
newly carpeted, partly
FENCING
Healey Convertible. Sears 753 2310 for free
furnished. Located in
1505 Stadium View Drive
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
$2000. 1981 Yamaha 5.50. estimate.
Calloway Co. Call 502/...•tft54-8.44151
Murray, Kentucky 42071
t•ItT
Call 753-6306.
Financing Available-Phone. 753-13407
INSULATION blown in
247-2853.
1979 280ZX GL package, by Sears. TVA ap
12x60 ATLANTIC set-up
extra sharp Sr clean. proved Save on those
in Fox Meadows. Call
white with burgundy. high heating and cool
753-7184 or 753-7241 after
extras. $6800. Call 901- ing bills. Call Sears
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
5p.m.
644-9262 9a.m.-4p.m.
753 • 2310 for free
12)(60 HOUSE TRAILER.
Silver
Gold
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
1 9 7 9 CUTLASg estimate
with 12x41 addition. 4 BR,
Closed
Closed
Supreme, Lt. blue, orig. JOINER'S complete
living room, kitchen,
OFFERING:
Yesterday 317.70
Yesterday
6.10
owner, low mileage. tree service, 32 yrs.
bath, utility room. Best
Automobile
Opened
Opened
Sell
$1400
below retail
reasonable offer. Call afeXperience
Also,
HOM.DOwners
Call
759-4005.
753-4953.
ter 2pm 437-4828.
stumps mechanically
322.40
Today
6.16
Today
Fire
1980 CHEVY Hat. removed 10' below
1977 -VILLAGE 12x60, 2
Ir.
4.70
Up
.06
Up
Life
chback, 5 dr.. 46.000 surface Call 7530366.
BR. E-26 Fox Meadows.
Compliments of:
•Term
miles, AC. excellent
Call 753-0200.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
•Universal Life
conditio
n,
$2300.
REPAI
Call
RS
1984
14x70,
2
BR.
1
t
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
•Guaranted Issue
753-8165.
CS TV and Stereos
baths, lots of extras, 10
MURR•V HOME & AUTO
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
1982 FORD Escort, red,
753 7113
months old. Must see to
TRUE RAtUI
47,000 miles, am -fm
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Cancer
appreciate. Call 753404 South 12th Street
Nor thude Shopp.nq Ct,
Hou,s. 10 8 Daily. 12 5 Sunday
cassette stereo, excel9644.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s
753.2571
lent condition. $3,000.
1 BEDROOM, all elecCall
753-7275.
,
tric, furnished with air
1983 280ZX, 33.000. T.
conditioning with permit for dock over *
* tops, leather. digital
Call
i,-9438 after 5
looking the lake at Pine *
* Call ip
1984
Bluff Shores. 753-5405.
VY Cavalier
wagon, ac, cloth seats.
'77 MOBILE home.
Must sell. 753-0717 after
2 Br. home, eat-in kitchen
•SERVALL
12x60. appliances. unng, 200 amp..
19'x13', one bath, living room, derpinni
TERMITE IL PEST CONTROL COMPANY utility pole, cement * Outdoor recreation is one of the tautest grow:* 1684 MAZDA Sport
large bedroom upstairs. This steps: very good condi- * ing industries today and we are a leader in the* 6,000 miles, Excellent TERMITES: Planning on building o ness home? Pre-treat it for termites at on average
cost of S60.00 to S70.00.
474-8077 or * 1ied
1t
* condition. Call 753-1054
home has 1/2 basement. Ideal tion.
If you ore Ili-satisfied with your present yearly termite
474-2253.
* We need people who like people and want * after 5 PM.
service contract, we can pick
to*
'71 TOYOTA Corona,
up the service. Our price on Most homes for the yearly
garden spot, close to court REDUCED- 1 2x 6 6 * attain their goals.
service is 540.90 per year.
* good condition, $675
mtibile home & lot. 2 * Excellent
We
spray
underneath and around the outside and inspect your
commission, bonuses and incentives *
property for any
square. In good state of repair. BR. dining, large living *
Call 753-7629
damage as well as checking for water leaks, seepage or
The sky s the limit Don't ever let anyone hold*
any other abnormal conditions.
rm.-with - 4 -ft. factory *
'77 CHRYSLER New
All
work
Move right in. Owner says sell. add-on.
is
performe
d
accordin
g
to
store specifications.
•••
Mostly -LW * you back •again'
,. .
Post Contra: We are the Only company tharoffers
* Yorker, white with
a quarterly service contract and
fished. including kit• rt
white. Interior, all
-*
will
guarante
e
it in between the regular sprayings. Our price
c.hen appl; lots of * ,
for the quarterly pelt
power: V8,
condi*
CALL
HOLID
AY
control service is S400 every three months for d'aine
INN
cabinet space. Central *
year service.
tion, beet offer. Call
*
Sisrvoll is one of Western Kentucky and West Tennessee
753-5986 •
* 753-4763 ask for David
ale & nat. gas heat, city *4
's largest privately owned
*
pest control companies.
* 80 FIREBIRD. excelwater & sewer
All *
'
Murray, Ky.
Pete Waldrop, Broker
.
*
Bonded:
located on approx 5,8
Insured,
•
lent condition
licensed.
New
F.H.A.-VA Approved
* Ask for John. Call Wed. &
207 Maple
acre lot consisting of *
Located in: "The VIllispo"
Thurs. 9*
tires, all extras. t-tops •
* Call 759-4573 or 489-2822
double- carport. 8x12 ft * a.m. to 6 p.m.
759-1707
!Ivey 641 N.
753-7249
masonite utility shed, & *
Mosley, Ky* 61 CUTLASS Supreme.
brick front porch. Call **********
4.
*****************1 loaded. $4000 Call 489S02-753-6433
492-8892 after 5p.m.
2711

nUILDING

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

FARM
LUMBER

,IRRIGATION
EQUIPMENT

OrautT•s

435-4237

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

11

.Gte

•AULT 11111110141.
S-rE,Atke:r

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

First Time Home Owner
Or Retiree

Shroat Waldrop
Real Estate

*
*
*
*
*

READY FOR A
CAREER CHANGE?

*
*
*
*
*

LE

I.

.•
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Aspirin helps boost body s immune system

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 24,1986
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar 21 tc0Apr. 19)
'
Pit (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
- Accent reason rather than emotion
It's best not to try to change
in dealings with close ties. Evening
someone's mind today. Be tolerant,
hnngs concern about.- intimacy or a
even if you disagree. A secretitre plan
child's welfare
could backfire.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Apr 20 to May 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A co-worker could rub you the
A friend is bluntly manipulative
wrong way. You'll accomplish more
today,. Though some business gains
at home than in the office. Partners
are likely, financial interests require
are easily upset now
careful scrutiny.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
•
1. May 21 to June 20)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Trust intuition on the job. Don't be
A partner is your best sounding
quick to abandon a project. It's in
board. A co-worker is competitive.
creative areas that you excel now.
Keep your intentions to yourself
Tap your potential.
regarding business moves.
CANCER
PISCES
NOW
(June.21 to July 22)
016
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
m1144
Money is better spent on home
Accent reason and logic in morning
than on the pursuit of pleasure. When
dealings, but later rely on intuition
tension mounts, opt for a relaxing
alone. One-upmanship is the name of
reational pastime.
the game on the job.
YOU BORN TODAY are creative,
(July 2:3 to Aug 22)
but sometimes your aspirations are
You're adept at explaining your
beyond your capabilities. Be sure not
ideas today but some gossip you hear
to aim beyond your reach. In other
may nettle you Accent patience at
words, you should forego wishful
home
thinking and make the most of the
VIRGO
opportunity at hand. You have writing
Aug 23 to Sept.22)
and teaching abilities, but at times
Financial planning will be sound.
suffer from restlessness. Keep busy
I)on't let a trend interfere. Let go of a
and accent self-discipline for your
resentment and concentrate on creagreatest accomplishment Birthday
TIN e work
of: Bella Abzug, politician; Ruth
LIBRA
Buzzi, comedienne; and Amelia Ear
f Sept 23 to I ict.22)
hart, aviator
Understandings are reached with
trends early in the day, but a boss is
not responsive An impasse about a
money matter concerns you.
SCORPIO
t t hi 23 to Nov 21)
You won't budge an inch and
neither will the other party in a
business endeavor. Continue working
from behind the scenes.

fla

•

A

WASHINGTON (AP - Common aspirin has been found to
stimulate the body's immune
system, raising the possibility of
combining the drug with certain
hormones to treat deficiencies in
the body's infection-fighting
defense, including an AIDS-like
condition.
Scientists at George
Washington University Medical
Center said Monday they have
discovered that aspirin indirectly boosts the immune system by
blocking synthesis of substances
called prostaglandins, which inhibit key immunity cells.
Test tube work indicates that
combining aspirin with thymus
gland hormones that also
stimulate the immune system
produces an effect greater than
each alone, and the researchers
said they are beginning human
testing to see if this also is true
in the human body.
Dr. Allan Goldstein, chairman
of the biochemistry department
and the chief researcher, said in

an interview that there is not yet
any evidence that aspirin will
help people with AIDS,or help to
prevent AIDS or other immunodeficient conditions in
those at high risk of getting
them.
-There is no evidence that
aspirin might be beneficial to
these people and they should
avoid taking any medication
unless there is a reasOn," Golds-

Giving healthy people aspirin,
the-researchers found that this
common drug also raised levels
of interleukin-2.
Since test-tube tests with cell
cultures show that combining
aspirin and thymosin further
boosts production of this
chemical, Goldstein said, the
next step, which has begun, is to
test the combination in ARC
patients.

Check Our Homeowner Rates
In Town
Amt.
$0,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

s 124

UPI proposal considered
WASHINGTON (AP) United Press International has
asked a federal bankruptcy
court to terminate the news service's contract with union
employees, saying the aim is to
boost UPI profits this year and
make UPI more attractive to
investors.
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge
George F. Bason Jr. will hold a
hearing on the proposal Aug. 2 •

tein emphasized.
Certain thymus hormones
called thymosins have been
given to people with a condition
called AIDS-Related Complex,
or ARC. Goldstein said thymosin
boosted their bodies' levels of an
important antiviral, infectionfighting chemical called
interleukin-2, but did not
decrease the signs of immune
suppression.

Brick
157"
166"
183"
198"
231"
263"

Fromm,
177"
187"
205"
224"
260"
294"

All Prices Include 14.0.-3. AL ••100 Demi.
Srrook• Alarms A Now Homo Croillts would lowot those ratios. Itoplovi••ni•nt cost coverage on contents Ii.., additions,''21.
11.33% ton must b. added to all retire.
W.also Mows good Suburbon rates for houses wIth4a•rolls* of Mummy

per mo.*

1985 Chevette 2 Dr
•liased on 48 month closed end lease plus la5. license
and title fees

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753 2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

Insurance
Agency

Tony Boyd

302 . 12th
753-5842

•

Gle

Boarding house
burns, killing
en residents

•

•

• SWEET VALLEY, Pa. (AP)
- Fire broke out today at a
hoarding house filled mostly
.1th elderly people. and seven
people were killed, authorities
said
At least 11 people, including
two firefighters and the home's
twq owners, were injured, according to officials at three.
hospitals. Two of the injured
were listed in critical condition.
The fire at the Thomas Guest
Home broke out about 4 am,
said fire dispatcher Shirley
Bower, and was brought under
control within two hours.
It was not immediately known
now many people were inside at
the time.
Fire Chief Robert Walsh said
seven people died in the fire,
which heavily damaged the twostory.' wood-frame building
about 20 miles west of WilkesBarre.
He said the victims were
found on the first floor, all of
them in their bedrooms. Some
were still in their beds, while
others apparently died trying to
escape, he said.
Ann Marie Slane, an
employee of the home, said the
residents ranged in age_from 20
to about 80, but most were
elderly.
Walsh said the home had
recently been inspec6d..

JUST BECAUSE IT'SYELLOW
DOESN'T MEAN IT'S THE
SOUTH CENTRAL BELLYELLOW PWES.

Labor Department
is44tie4, price index

So don't take a risk on getting a sour deal. Make sure
you're advertising in the South Central Bell Yellow
Pages.The Real Yellow Pages.
It goes to just about everyone who has a phone.
The South Central Bell Yellow Pages is the book
people in Murray count on for complete,reliable
buying information.
When you advertise in the South Central Bell
Yellow Pages, you won't have
to worry about getting a lemon.
But you will get plenty of
expert help. With 75 years of
experience behind them,our
representatives from L.M.
Berry & Company can show
you how to put the South
Central Bell Yellow Pages
to work for your business.
So don't be confused.
Make sure you're advertising
in the RE-di-Yellow Pages - - South Central Bell
orooMt.or
f

WASHINGTON i AP - Prolonged moderation in food and
fuel costs held the June inflation
rate to 0.2 percent at the retail
level, the government reported
today.
Grocery prices fell for the
fourth straight months, but food
and beverage prices overall edged up 0.1 percent, mostly
because of a 0 6 percent increase
in the price of restaurant meals.
Prices for food eaten in the
home declined 0.2 percent.
Gasoline prices rose a small
0.2 percent, despite the
slackness in world crude oil
prices. Transportation costs
overall, however, were down 0.1
percent, largely because of a 1.6
percent decline in used. car
prices.
Analysts have noted that
gasoline prices have been rising
slightly...in the face of falling oil
prices, a phenomonon the experts attribute largely' to aggressive price increases following the government's July 1
tightening of tiliowable lead
levels in leaded gasoline.
All in all, the Labor Depa
ment's Consumer Price Inder
report for June was a reaffirmation _of analysts' longstanding
assessment that inflation is unlikely to be any more of a pro- ,
blem this year than last, when
prices rose 4 percent.

rom South Central Bell.
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